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v“Today I see, for the first time, the true coast of Ithaca.”
– Riccardo Fenici
A comment made by Professor Fenici at the end of the 2018 European Workshop on
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“Premature optimisation is the route of all evil.”
– Donald E. Knuth
A widely applicable meme. I put it here in relation to the field of magnetocardiography;
to highlight the importance of evolving the whole system, and not getting entrenched on
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A Biomagnetic Field Mapping System for Detection of Heart Disease in a Clinical
Environment
by John William MOONEY
This PhD was inspired by the clinical demand for a system to triage chest pain and the
untapped diagnostic potential of magnetocardiography (MCG) to reliably detect silent
ischaemic heart disease, which is responsible for the highest mortality rate of any single
disease category. The aim was to develop a low cost and portable biomagnetic field
mapping system capable of differentiating between healthy and diseased hearts within
an unshielded hospital environment. This entailed the development of a system based
on an array of magnetometers with sufficient sensitivity (104fT/
√
Hz at 10Hz) and noise
rejection performance (68.4± 3.9 dB) to measure the small magnetic field associated with
the heart beat, the magneocardiogram, within a much larger background noise.
The array of induction coil magnetometers (ICM) we developed had sufficient sensi-
tivity and were robust to high amplitude noise. These sensors were also cheap to manu-
facture and capable of operating on battery power, allowing a low cost, portable device
to be developed.
The key element that allowed us to achieve unshielded operation was the develop-
ment of an algorithmic spatial filter, used as a substitute to operation within a magnet-
ically shielded room. This coherent noise rejection (CNR) algorithm exploits the differ-
ence in spatial coherence between the local cardiac signals and the distant background
noise sources. The observed coherence width during a clinical trial of the system within
a hospital ward was 2.8± 0.9× 106mm2. This allowed us to capture MCG signals with
a signal to noise ratio of SNRQRS = 0.93± 4.43dB. The performance of CNR was found
to improve by 9dB per order of magnitude increase in environmental spatial coherence
width. The coherence width can be increased by changes to hospital architecture, elec-
tromagnetic field regulation and device design optimisation.
The thesis also explores a variety of approaches to obtain binary diagnostic informa-
tion from MCG, from traditional statistical learning on manually engineered features to
machine learning. I found that machine learning techniques, in particular convolutional
neural networks (CNN), were able to capture more diagnostic information than tradi-
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The aim of this thesis is to develop a low-cost, portable magnetocardiography (MCG) sys-
tem for the acquisition of diagnostic information in an unshielded clinical environment,
using sensitive induction coil magnetometers (ICM) and digital signal processing (DSP)
to record the magnetic signals of the heart and separate them from the dominant envi-
ronmental noise. To achieve this, a multidisciplinary approach was required, spanning
physics, physiology, electronics, digital signal processing and machine learning. The key
contribution this thesis provides is a sensor agnostic algorithm for spatial filtering of en-
vironmental noise called coherent noise rejection, which replaces the use of expensive
and immobile magnetically shielded rooms.
The resulting MCG system has the potential to bring magnetocardiography into main-
stream adoption. Our device in particular is designed for triage of chest pain in accident
and emergency departments, since it detects the presence of heart disease quickly and
without contact, and critically it is able to detect silent ischemic heart disease, which is
currently difficult, expensive and time consuming to triage.
This chapter provides an introduction to magnetocardiography and its significance
as a clinical diagnostic tool, followed by a history of magnetocardiographic devices, in-
cluding our developmental work that began before the advent of this PhD. An outline of
the thesis is provided at the end of this chapter.
1.1 Motivation
Heart disease is the leading cause of death globally; responsible for 18.3% of deaths in
2010. Of these deaths the majority (72.5%) are due to ischemic heart disease (IHD) [1].
IHD, also known as coronary heart disease (CHD) or coronary artery disease (CAD) is
caused by a build up of fat deposits that causes a narrowing or blocking of the coronary
arteries reducing blood flow through the heart muscle. When IHD is detected early it
can be managed by a range of treatments and lifestyle changes to improve blood flow
and thereby prevent or minimise infarction (cell death) [2, 3]. Currently early detection
is problematic because low-level ischemic disease states, known as non-ST-elevated my-
ocardial infarctions (NSTEMI), are not detectable with electrocardiographic techniques.
Though NSTEMI can be diagnosed precisely with Angiography, this process is invasive,
time consuming and expensive[4]. Blood marker testing for Troponin is sensitive to acute
ischemic damage but requires serial monitoring over several hours to return a high speci-
ficity result and is prone to false positives since it measures the presence of myocardial
injury, not the cause, which can be pericarditis, renal failure and even strenuous exer-
cise[5]. No high throughput, economical technology currently exists for the detection
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of NSTEMI. However, several studies have shown that NSTEMI can be detected using
Magnetocardiography (MCG) [6–12].
Magnetocardiography is the study of the magnetic field associated with the electro-
chemical action of the heart. The heart’s magnetic field is the strongest in the body due
to its helical geometry and the sustained ion exchange required to precisely coordinate
contraction and so achieve efficient pumping. To capture the magnetic field, an array
of sensitive magnetometers are placed in proximity to the heart and their signals are
recorded at a rate sufficient to capture the heart’s dynamics. The resulting MCG signals
form a spatio-temporal magnetic field map (MFM) that encodes information on the mo-
tion of charges within the heart tissues, which occur due to the propagation of action
potentials (AP). AP propagation is an active process that is powered by aerobic respira-
tion. In IHD regions of cardiac tissue do not receive adequate blood supply, this prevents
aerobic respiration and removal of waste products. Thus AP propagation is disrupted
through ischemic regions. This disruption can be measured in the MFM.
Compared to electrocardiographic techniques such as body surface potential map-
ping (BSPM), the magnetic field is not distorted by the inhomogeneous conductivity of
the bodily tissues. Though BSPM can meet or exceed the spatial resolution of MCG, it
only encodes information of the surface potential of the epicardium (outer surface of the
heart), not the internal cardiac currents that are observed with MCG, hence the inabil-
ity of electrocardiographic techniques to detect silent ischemic heart disease (NSTEMI).
Furthermore, to perform BSPM requires a disposable array of electrodes to be fitted to
the patients chest, a skillful, time consuming and costly (∼ 1000($)) procedure. Whereas
MCG is a non-contact technique offering the possibility of high clinical throughput.
Though the cardiac magnetic field is the largest in the body, it is a challengingly small
field to measure. To reach the required sensitivity, the sensor system used for MCG must
have very low inherent noise and a high response to magnetic fields. Typically SQUID
sensors are employed; these sensors are composed of a superconducting loop containing
one or two Josephson junctions, the voltage across these junctions is proportional to the
magnetic flux through the loop. To maintain the superconducting state the SQUID must
be cryogenically cooled. Multi channel SQUID arrays have enabled the field of mag-
netocardiography to exist, however their high system cost has prevented mainstream
adoption.
The cardiac field is tiny compared to the Earth’s magnetic field and the fields gener-
ated by the human built environment. This noise is often more than a million times more
intense than the heart’s magnetic field. Typically magnetically shielded rooms (MSR) are
used to create a measurement environment. These rooms have several skins composed of
high permeability metals to isolate external magnetic fields and thick conductive sheets
to attenuate electromagnetic radiation down to low frequencies. The high installation
cost of an MSR makes them uneconomical to install in many hospitals.
The ideal application for MCG is the triage of chest pain, the determination of whether
or not the chest pain is attributable to an acute coronary syndrome. Currently a large
portion of patients arrive at hospitals with chest pain, in the majority of cases the pain
is of non-cardiac origin. Because no tool exists that can confidently rule out NSTEMI, all
ECG negative chest pain patients are treated as having an NSTEMI until other diagnostic
results can be obtained [13]. This results in many patients entering an expensive, invasive
and time consuming diagnostic pathway only to find out they are healthy[14].
The challenge to widespread clinical adoption of MCG is achieving a sufficient cost/
benefit ratio. The commercial MCG devices currently available are expensive fixed instal-
lations that usually require magnetically shielded rooms (MSR) to remove environmental
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noise. This static nature reduces their throughput and makes them unsuitable for patients
in delicate conditions that cannot be moved safely. Furthermore the cost of an MSR can
be more than an MCG device. To reach a new cost/benefit paradigm the ideal device
must be cheap (initial capital and running costs), ideally portable (capable of moving to a
patients bedside) and capable of operating outside of a MSR. This is what I have strived
to create during this PhD.
In order for MCG to be diagnostically useful, a translation is required from magnetic
field map to heart health state. ECG diagnostics have developed over many decades, by
a process of human pattern recognition and statistical analysis. Many people are now
skilled in analysing ECG patterns to determine the health state of the heart. Though lots
of research has been performed to find patterns in MCG, especially since the commercial
introduction of multichannel SQUID in the early 1990’s (see figure 1.8), the search is not
as comprehensive as ECG and it could take several more decades to discover a reliable
set of diagnostic patterns.
Recent developments in machine learning offer an alternative avenue for an MCG
diagnostic tool. In particular, convolutional neural networks have proven to be excel-
lent at image and movie classification and I have found them highly suitable for MCG
diagnosis. I have focused on just a binary classification of disease state, as it is sufficient
for triage. A reliable triage device will allow true cardiac patients to be forwarded on to
the plethora of devices capable of precise classification and disease localisation (tomog-
raphy, perfusion CT, MRI), whilst relieving those clinical pathways from healthy people
with non-cardiac chest pain.
1.2 Background and Review
1.2.1 The Heart
The mammalian heart evolved about 210 million years ago [15, 16], since then its basic
arrangement has not changed. It is a four chambered system with separate circuits for
pulmonary and body circulation allowing independent control; A high system blood
pressure can be achieved for oxygen and nutrient transfer whilst having a lower pressure
in the pulmonary circuit for optimal oxygen exchange in the lungs [17]. The structure of
the heart muscle has a helical shape, see figure 1.1. Its pumping action is closer to the
wringing of a mop, than the contraction of a sack [18–20]. This enables an efficient vortex
blood flow, which has a higher velocity for a given pressure than a non vortex flow [21–
23]. This important aspect of cardiac function is just beginning to be exploited by a new
vortex flow imaging modality that can provide an index of cardiac dysfunction based on
vorticity of intraventricular and aortic blood flow. [24, 25].
The heart is surrounded by the pericardium, a double layered membrane that plays
a role in ion exchange modulation, mechanical mounting, lubrication and prevention of
infections. The heart is mostly composed of cardiomyocytes, specialised muscles cells,
able to reliably synchronise their contraction and perform at high power output for long
periods. To facilitate this, cardiomyocytes contain a large number of mitochondria. The
bulk of tissue formed by the myocytes is an anisotropic fibrous network, with the cells
connected only at their ends, forming a branched structure. The permeable nature of this
structure allows intracellular fluid flow and diffusion to exchange ions and respiration
components at the high rate required to sustain a coherent action potential. To enhance
ion exchange with the interior, the cells exhibit microscopic tubes called T-tubules that
penetrate the cell membrane, interfacing the extra-cellular space with the sarcoplasmic
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FIGURE 1.1: The helical arrangement of cardiac muscle tissue. [26]
reticulum, see figure 1.2. The sarcoplasmic reticulum is an organelle that consists of an
internal network of tubules surrounding the myofibrils (the contractile units of the cell),
it stores calcium ions (Ca2+) that are used to trigger contraction.
The importance of Ca2+ ion exchange is highlighted by the lethal mechanism of hy-
drofluoric acid toxicity[27]. Following exposure to hydrofluoric acid, it quickly dissolves
into the blood where it reacts with with Ca2+ ions causing hypocalcaemia. If the exposure
is sufficient (>2.5% of skin surface) and not treated promptly, the result is fatal following
cardiac arrest.
Interspersed with the myocyte tissue is an insulated network of specialised conduc-
tive tissues called the purkinje fibers, that distribute and help coordinate the pacemaker
action potential; they also function as a backup pacemaker system, able to spontaneously
generate action potentials. The initial pacemaker signal originates in the sinoatrial node
(SAN), though capable of spontaneous pacemaking, the native rate is modified by the
autonomic nervous system in response to demand. The autonomic response takes into
account many factors including dissolved oxygen and carbon dioxide levels in the blood,
arterial blood pressure, body temperature and emotional state. The pacemaker signal
is divided into two distinct phases, the first phase initiated by the SAN is responsible
for depolarising the atria. Then the atrioventricular node (AVN) momentarily delays the
propagation, allowing blood to fill the ventricles, before relaying it to the ventricles via
the purkinje fibers.
The Cardiac Cycle
The cardiac cycle describes the sequence of actions that occurs during a heart beat, see
figure 1.3. At the start of the cycle the heart muscle is in a relaxed state. Pressure in
the venous network causes blood to flow into the major chambers of heart; the atria and
ventricles. Then the SAN produces an action potential it spreads first to the atria causing
atrial systole; the contraction of the atria, which forces blood into the ventricles. See figure
1.4. After a delay in the AVN, the action potential continues to propagate through the
purkinje fibers into the ventricles, causing them to depolarise and contract; ventricular
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FIGURE 1.2: Illustration of a section of myocyte. The myofibrils are the
contractile elements, they are surrounded by extensive ion exchange net-
work called the Sarcoplasmic Reticulum, which is connected to the extra-
cellular space by T-tubules. A large number of Mitochondria are present,
which provide the chemical energy necessary for contraction in the form
of ATP. [28]
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FIGURE 1.3: The phases of the cardiac cycle, relating mechanical dynamics
with electrophysiological presentation. During the depolarisation phase,
atrial contraction occurs and a P-wave can be observed in ECG, followed
by ventricular contraction with observation of QRS wave. Then the re-
polarisation phase occurs, where the muscle relaxes and a T-wave is ob-
served. [26]
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FIGURE 1.4: The conduction network of the heart and corresponding ac-
tion potential timeseries shown relative to the ECG in the bottom right.
The action potential propagates from the sinoatrial node, through the atria
to the atrioventricular node, then after a delay, into the purkinje fibers for
precise distribution into the ventricles.
systole. A resting phase follows (atrial and ventricular diastole) where the muscle relaxes
and repolarises in preparation for the next cardiac cycle.
Cardiac Action Potential
The action potential is an evolved biological mechanism for communicating information
between cells, it is responsible for the transmission of signals along nerve cells and for
coordinating the contraction of cardiomyocytes across the heart. The precision of syn-
chronisation is critical for efficient cardiac output. Many heart diseases manifest in the
disruption of this action potential, including IHD and arrhythmias. A measurement of
the heart’s magnetic field can reveal action potential abnormalities and therefore detect
disease.
The action potential is a change in voltage across the cell membrane, due to the flow
of ions between the intra and extra-cellular spaces. These flows are controlled by a set of
membrane channel proteins. The coordinated action of these membrane channels drives
the voltage impulse to travel along the cell. In the resting state an imbalance of ions stores
energy in electrochemical potential, which is used to power the next impulse. The power
for this is provided by membrane pumps, which use the chemical energy stored in the
ATP molecules created by the mitochondria by (under non-ischemic conditions) aerobic
respiration.
At rest a cardiomyocyte has a negative resting membrane potential of −90mV due to
the existence of large negatively charged proteins within the cell, and the action of the
Na+/K+-ATPase Pump, which actively pumps sodium ions (Na+) outside the cell whilst
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FIGURE 1.5: The action potential of a cardiac myocyte, showing the stages
ionic current flow and the membrane channels involved. The duration
from initial spike to return to resting potential is approximately 200ms.
bringing in potassium ions (K+). If the membrane potential is increased above the thresh-
old potential (−70mV); such as by the action of a pacemaker cell, the voltage sensitive
membrane channel Nas opens allowing Na+ ions to flow in down the concentration gra-
dient causing a further rise in membrane potential to around +25mV.
Once inside the cell these ions are free to diffuse transversely, and do so, spreading the
region of increased membrane potential and triggering further Nas channels to open. The
depolarised region propagates along the cell. This positive membrane voltage triggers
the Nas to close and a K+ voltage sensitive channel to open, causing an outflux of K+,
reducing the membrane potential.
In a nerve cell this would cause repolarisation, a return to the resting state, within
a few milliseconds. However, in a cardiomyocyte a plateau phase is maintained by the
influx of Ca2+, which balances the K+ outflow. This plateau can last for 200ms allowing
synchronisation of the entire ventricular tissue. The Ca2+ bind to ryanodine receptors
on the SR, causing the SR to release more Ca2+, creating a ’calcium spark’; a simultane-
ous increase in Ca2+ across the cell that binds to the protein Troponin causing myofibril
contraction.
Eventually the L-type Ca2+ channels close, and a number of K+ channels open, caus-
ing the repolarisation of the cell. The Na+/Ca2+ Exchanger and the Na+/K+ pump then
work to restore ion concentrations to the resting state configuration. As the Ca2+ concen-
tration within the cardiomyocytes decreases the myofibrils relax.
The Cardiac Magnetic Field
The heart’s magnetic field is generated by the movement of ions during AP propagation
through the cardiac tissues. There is also a magnetohydrodynamic component due to the
flow of blood, since blood is a conductive fluid, however this component is much smaller
than the AP induced magnetic field.
The electromagnetic field of our universe has two components; the electric field and
the magnetic field. When we treat the electric and magnetic components separately we
invoke Helmholtz’s theorem, which states that a vector field can be decomposed into two
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components a divergent component (electric) and a curl component (magnetic). In gen-
eral the electric field is effected by the distribution of charged particles and the magnetic
is effected by the movement of charged particles.
However, the two field components also interact directly, forming electromagnetic
waves. The energy in an electromagnetic wave oscillates between the electric and mag-
netic fields. Though the energy in each component is equal, in the far-field, the force
that acts on a charged particle due to an electromagnetic wave is predominantly due to
the electric field, the magnetic force is weaker by a factor of c. The distinction between
far-field and near-field is approximately characterised by being more or less than one
wavelength from the wave source. In the near-field (especially < λ/2pi) the relationship
between E and B is more complex, and in general the magnetic force is increased.
In bio-electro-magnetism, the organ-scale electromagnetic waves generated have fre-
quencies of <1kHz. Therefore wavelengths (λ = c/ f ), on the order of 107m (@ 30Hz).
Thus the measurement of bio-electro-magnetic signals is always near-field and the mag-
netic components are significant.
The inhomogeneous conductivity of the body tissues causes a distortion in the sur-
face electric potential measured by ECG. There is no significant distortion of the magnetic
field, though there will be an extremely small distortion due to the inhomogeneous dis-
tribution of paramagnetic (oxygen, iron, magnesium...) matter within the body.
The electromagnetic field is described by Maxwell’s equations. The perturbation of
the magnetic field due to the motion of charges is described by Maxwell’s 4th equation
(Ampere’s Law):







Which states that the curl of a magnetic field around an axis is proportional to the com-
ponent of the current density plus the change in electric field along the axis. Gauss’s Law
states that the magnetic field forms closed loops (since ∇ · B = 0), a measurement of
B outside the heart contains information on the current density within the heart, that is
revealed by the curl operator (∇× B).
The complex 3D helical cardiac structure results in a complex, subtle magnetic field,
which has an unknown micro/nano structure, as no mapping has been performed below
a spatial resolution of 100µm [29, 30]. Such nano-scale measurements are needed to cre-
ate and validate the next generation computational cardiac models, which will take into
account cardiomyocyte fiber anisotropy[31].
The measured field outside the torso is usually dipolar unless there are serious con-
duction abnormalities, see figure 1.6. The information content available is determined
by the number and distribution of sensors. Some work has been done to calculate opti-
mal sensor positions, specific for localisation of current distributions [32]. A planar array
in front of the chest with magnetometers aligned to the superior-posterior axis (normal
to the chest), is reasonably well aligned with the principal current vector. For example,
Fenici’s 37 channel planar array device is able to localise arrhythmic regions to within
6-7mm [33]. My aim is not to maximise localisation accuracy; as this is suited to a spe-
cific use case of MCG as an aid to ablation of fibrillation regions, but to capture sufficient
information to reliably determine the presence of cardiac disease.
The amplitude of a dipole field decreases with radial distance from the source as 1/r3.
Therefore it is essential to position the sensors as close as possible to the heart. In the case
of a living animal, this is usually limited to placement outside the torso/thorax. Though
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FIGURE 1.6: A MFM of a healthy volunteer during the depolarisation
phase of the cardiac cycle. The small dark blue circles show the position of
the sensors used to acquire the MFM; the false colour MFM is interpolated
from these discrete sensors measurements.
the development of magnetrodes, sharp electrodes with micron scale magnetometer ar-
rays on the tip, or mounted to a catheter probe, could be placed extremely close, even
within the heart.
Cardiac Diagnostic Information
In general, the aim of MCG is to maximise the mutual information I(X; Y) between the
set of digital voltage time series that constitute the MCG Y and the cardiac magnetic field,
X.
I(X; Y) = H(X)− H(X|Y) (1.2)
Where H(X) is the entropy of the magnetic field and H(X|Y) is the entropy (or uncer-
tainty) of X given knowledge of the magnetic field via the MCG, Y.
To increase the mutual information, H(X|Y) can be decreased by the addition of extra
magnetometers to capture spatial information, increasing the sampling rate to capture
more temporal information and reducing environmental noise. H(X|Y) is decreased by
reducing the noise in the sensor system.
The broader aim of this PhD is to consider Y to be the disease state of the heart (my
concern at this point is binary; healthy or not). The diagnostic algorithm would then be
considered part of the channel.
1.2.2 History of Magnetocardiography Devices
The first sensor used to detect the heart’s magnetic field was a planar gradiometer com-
posed of two 30cm long induction coils each containing two million turns of copper wire,
Baule and McFee 1963. They conducted measurements in a field, "several dozen yards
from the nearest source of interference"; mainly the 60Hz hum of the electrical energy
distribution grid. This allowed them to observe an MCG albeit with a lot of noise, even
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FIGURE 1.7: The mutual information of two variables across a noisy chan-
nel. [Image attribution: Jvstone]
after signal averaging. Cohen set out to improve the signal quality. He began by employ-
ing shielded rooms for his measurements, initially with copper coils and slightly lower
noise electronic amplifiers[34, 35]. Then in 1969 he performed the first measurement with
a SQUID sensor, and achieved an unprecedented signal to noise ratio (SNR) [36].
In 1982 induction coils were briefly revisited by Estola & Malmivuo who optimised an
induction coil to capture the cardiac field [37]. They realised that advances in instrumen-
tation amplifiers could allow comparable noise performance to SQUIDs, and achieved
this with a sensitivity of 130fT/
√
Hz at 20Hz. However, their coil had a diameter of
112mm, making it impractical for forming a multichannel device.
A few years later the first magnetic field maps were recorded, by moving a single
sensor to an array of positions over the chest [38]. However, these single sensor systems
required precise repeated movement of the sensor, which was error prone and took a
long time to acquire a magnetic field map, since the sampling time was a function of the
spatial resolution. This made them impractical for clinical or deeper research use, so the
field of magnetocardiography stagnated, awaiting the development of a multichannel
system. The first commercially available multichannel device was developed by Siemens
in 1990[39]. Following this, and a quick succession of other multichannel devices, the
field of magnetocardiography grew. This can be seen by the sharp increase in the number
of MCG papers published since 1990, see figure 1.8.
There are now approximately 50 papers published per year. A wealth of medical
knowledge has been created regarding how to harness MCG for clinical diagnostic use.
Multichannel SQUID devices for MCG are commercially available, however their eco-
nomic paradigm has not changed significantly since the 1990’s. They still have a high
initial capital outlay in the millions of dollars and high running costs due to their liquid
helium cryogenics. This cost is comparable with magnetic resonance imaging and x-ray
computed tomography machines, which are useful for both diagnosis and treatment of
heart disease; currently MCG cannot compete with the cost to benefit ratio of MRI and
CT. However, if the cost of MCG can be lowered it has the potential to become a widely
used clinical technology.
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FIGURE 1.8: The number of papers published per year that are concerning
magnetocardiography. From 1967 to 2015, data from WebofScience. Before
the introduction of commercial multi-channel SQUID MCG in 1992 less
than 5 papers per year were published. It is currently approx50 per year.
1.2.3 Magnetometer Development at Leeds
Our research began back in 2011, in the experimental quantum information lab where I
was an undergraduate student.
Our first attempts at measurement involved a digital storage oscilloscope (DSO) and
some commercially available coils. We also created our own coils, I 3D printed a bob-
bin with a square section centre bore in which we mounted a soft iron laminate for flux
concentration. We wound the bobbin by hand with the aid of a winding machine in the
departments mechanical workshop. It was extremely difficult to achieve a reasonable
winding precision, which meant the resulting coils had a high variance in inductance,
severely reducing performance when used for gradiometry. Our attempts to observe
cardiac fields with these coils failed. Although we were deceived for a while by ballisto-
cardiographic signals from the swivel chair we sat in during testing.
We needed better coils with a higher inductance and greater manufacturing precision.
Ben devised an analytical procedure for optimal coil design [40] and arrived at a proposal
geometry, which we had manufactured by Mundorf GmbH. These were the 7cm induc-
tion coils that are discussed most extensively in this thesis (see figure 2.1). To improve the
data acquisition precision we employed a National Instruments DAQ (USB-6216), which
could achieve 16-bit measurement, which was an improvement over the 12-bits we were
getting from the DSO. To control this device Edward Reade-Banham and I wrote an ac-
quisition program using Labview, including a user interface.
The amplifiers were designed by Phillip Thornton, based on his expertise in audio
electronics he designed a circuit based around a low impedance amplifier, the INA217.
In order to minimise the signal path to the amplifier input the amplifiers were mounted
as close as possible to the coil sensors. Shima soldered the boards to the coils and we had
our first useful induction coil magnetometers (ICM).
Since gradiometer arrangements are the typical approach for background noise sup-
pression in MCG, we attempted to create a gradiometer with a pair of ICM. The coils
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were held coaxially with a 160mm separation between the coil centroids; within an acetal
plastic tube, which had a thread machined into its outside surface as a guide for winding
a global coil. Signals could be fed through this global coil, which, because of its symmet-
rical arrangement, would be picked up by both coils equally. Chris Symmonds created
an active coil matching setup using a signal generator to create a 1khz signal, which was
fed through the global coil, and a DSO to capture the detection coil signals and perform
FFT. The idea was to modify the individual coil gain until measured amplitudes of the
1kHz global field were matched. However, this approach was not fruitful; the relative
gain changed too quickly to allow a stable match and the resulting background noise
suppression performance was poor.
The next evolutionary step was the creation of a planar array. Four ICM were mounted
in a close packed square arrangement within a block of engineering plastic. Our lab was
an adversely noisy environment, which made capture all the more difficult. However,
this was as much a blessing as a curse, since we were forced to confront noise mitiga-
tion early on. To determine the performance of the ICM in the absence of environmental
noise, we journeyed to York Neuro-imaging centre (YNIC) to test our 4-coil device in
their Magnetically shielded room (MSR). The results were fantastic and unambiguous;
with these coils, amplifiers and ADC system we could observe the heart’s magnetic field
in real time. From this point on, development became mostly a matter of handling the
external noise.
Based on the work of others it was clear that we needed a higher spatial resolution to
achieve useful magnetic field maps. We acquired a 16 channel ADC from national instru-
ments and created a 15 channel detector array; leaving one channel for the synchronous
recording of an ECG. I suggested a hexagonal packing arrangement since this achieves
the highest packing efficiency for the cylindrical sensors, a schematic representation of
the result is given in figure 1.9. Brian from the mechanical workshop then designed an
array, which he created by milling 19 bores into a chunk of acetal plastic, including ac-
commodations for wiring. This block was capped off underneath with a 5mm sheet of
acetyl that supported the coil’s mass. The assembly was covered with a custom acrylic
hood manufactured by Barton Plastics, Leeds. This assembly rested on aluminium angle
brackets connected to a floor mounted frame constructed from square section (t-slot) alu-
minium extrusion that rolled on lockable castor wheels to allow positioning. As seen in
figure 1.10.
We began to extract MCG’s reliably in our lab. Though it was a difficult environment
due to the presence of a large mains distribution board and un-interruptible power sup-
ply in the same room, and a series of high power (10-100KW) switch mode power sup-
plies in the room opposite. We focused more on environmental noise removal routines,
and created a user interface. A second trip to YNIC yielded some excellent 12 channel
signals (faulty wiring causing the loss of some sensors)
After preliminary pilot studies in our lab with young healthy volunteers, the next step
was to perform a clinical trial, which included cardiac patients.
1.2.4 Clinical Trials
The first clinical trial was carried out at Leeds General Infirmary. Permission to use hu-
man subjects in the collection of data was granted by the University of Leeds ethics com-
mittee (ref. no. MEEC 12–034). This trial is known as the 6060 trial since 60 patients
and 60 healthy volunteers participated, each having four scans, creating a total of 480
scans. The aim of the trial was to assess the predicitive capability of the device and to
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FIGURE 1.9: A flowchart showing the capture of MCG signals. The false
colour map over the sensor array demonstrates the approximate scale of
the magnetic field relative to the torso. MCG and ECG signals are syn-
chronously recorded by an ADC and sent to a computer (blue box) for
digital signal processing. The end result is a series of magnetic field maps,
one for each sample acquired in the cardiac cycle.
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FIGURE 1.10: The MK1 device in operation during the first clinical trial at
Leeds General Infirmary. Research Nurse Lorraine Falk can be seen operat-
ing the device. While the scan subject lies supine underneath the detector
array.
understand the variability between multiple scans of the same person. Each person was
scanned twice by Loraine and twice by Roo, allowing the inter-operator variability to be
assessed. The scans were performed on two separate occasions, separated by a week or
more. The trial took over a year to complete, since the patients were recruited from the
cardiology clinical pathway at the hospital and had to commit to a second scan one week
later. A second trial was carried out in the QIX lab, taking scans of 50 healthy young stu-
dents. This trial was known as the young healthy controls (YHC), and provided a highly
polarised view of healthy cardiac condition; in comparison with the age-matched healthy
volunteers of the 6060, many of whom were not in optimal health.
Shima Ghasemi-Roudsari was responsible for managing the data collection process,
which she writes about in her thesis and a recently published paper [41, 42]. The de-
vice operation was performed by two research nurses, Loraine and Roo. I was there for
backup and provided the technical support. A couple of years later, with this dataset in
hand I began this PhD.
1.3 Thesis Outline
The thesis is divided into three main chapters, plus a final discussion chapter. The first
chapter documents the development of induction coil magnetometers, their optimised
integration into a detector array and the formation of a complete magnetocardiography
device including user interface. The second chapter details the environmental noise en-
countered by an MCG device in a clinical environment and develops techniques for anal-
ysis and filtering; A strong focus is given to the spatial coherence of environmental noise
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and coherent noise rejection. The third chapter covers the extraction of diagnostic infor-
mation from the obtained MCG signals, using a spectrum of techniques from classical
parameter extraction to convolutional neural networks.
1.3.1 Criteria for success
A successful thesis will document the creation of a low cost, portable MCG system suit-
able for unshielded operation in a clinical environment. The performance of this system
will be determined primarily by the overall diagnostic performance. In particular, the
thesis focuses on environmental noise rejection performance and will provide an under-





This chapter covers the architecture of the MCG system, from the individual magnetome-
ters through their assembly into a magnetic field mapping array to a complete medical
device, including software for capture and analysis.
The development of the device would not have been possible without the technicians
in the electronics and mechanical workshops of the physics department. In particular,
Phil Thornton created the pre-amplifier circuits and their power supplies; choosing to use
a low-impedance amplifier that was ideally suited. The printed circuit boards (PCB) were
populated by Shima Ghasemi and myself. Initial testing of the ICM was performed by
Chris Symmonds, including gradiometer configurations. The array mounting hardware
was designed and built by Brian Gibbs. The COMSOL modelling of the sensor array was
performed by Nick Pawlowski and myself. The Acquisiton user interface was coded by
Edward Reade-Banham and myself. The rest of the work was carried out by myself in
collaboration and under the supervision of Prof. Ben Varcoe.
2.1 The Induction Coil Sensor
Induction coils were the first sensors employed for magnetocardiography, by Baule and
McFee in 1963. They used a pair of 30cm long coils, each with 2 million turns, wired to-
gether in a gradiometer configuration. These coils needed to be large in order to achieve
a high response, so that the signals could be observed with the electronics available at
the time; the magnetocardiographic coil voltages were around 30µV before amplification.
However, the large individual detector size made the devices impractical; due to the high
mass and the distortion caused by the permeable cores. Also the hardwired planar gra-
diometer configuration was not suited to magnetic field mapping. Induction coils were
soon superseded by superconducting quantum interference detectors (SQUID), which
can achieve excellent spatial resolution and sensitivity. However, their requirement for
cryogenics and shielding makes SQUID sensors unattractive.
Due to advances in electronic technology since the 1960’s, amplifiers and analogue
to digital converters (ADC) are now capable of operating in the nanoVolt regime. This
capability allows the operation of induction coil magnetometers with a lower response
and therefore smaller size. It also allows signal processing to be performed digitally,
allowing virtual gradiometer arrangements, zero-distortion filtering and advanced noise
removal algorithms.
To design a new induction coil magnetometer we first determined the response re-
quired to match the cardiac signal to the electronic detector system. Then with the re-
sponse as a constraint, we optimised the geometry to achieve sufficient response with
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minimal inherent noise, high directionality and small diameter (for high spatial resolu-
tion). The inherent noise determines the sensitivity limit of a detector. For real-time signal
capture the sensitivity limit must be smaller than the signal of interest. When signal av-
eraging the inherent noise reduces in proportion to the number of averages, n, by
√
n. In
the case of a typical 10 minute scan containing 600 heart beats, the inherent noise is atten-
uated by a factor of 25x. This could potentially relax the sensitivity requirement. But to
operate in an unshielded clinical environment, the averaging must be used to attenuate
the superimposed environmental noise, therefore the sensitivity must still be a fraction
of the signal amplitude.





= ANB2pi f (2.1)
Where N is the number of windings, A is the effective cross sectional area of the coil, B(t)
is the time varying magnetic field with magnitude B and f is the frequency of oscillation
of the field. We know approximate values for B and f , this provides a constraint on A
and N.
The sensitivity limit S of the coil is determined by the Johnson-Nyquist noise resulting












Where a is the wire radius and ρ the resistivity of wire used for the windings of a
circular coil of average winding radius rcoil . A combination of equations 2.1 and 2.2 can
be used to determine the coil structure with the lowest noise level given the design con-
straints.
If the coil parameters are length L, the coil outer diameter D, and the coil inner diam-
eter Di, the dimensions that give the lowest noise level have the ratio Di : D = 0.425 : 1.
In addition to minimising the noise we primarily want to measure the component of the
magnetic field aligned to the axis of the coil. This is because the radial magnetic field com-
ponents are larger than the tangential, and correspond to tangential EMF that are mostly
silent in ECG [45]. The optimal structure to measure the axial component is achieved
when L/D = 0.69 for the above ratio Di/D. The absolute value of the coil diameter is
determined according to the desired device resolution, leaving the radius of the wire as
the only remaining free parameter in the coil design.
We chose a 7cm coil diameter, which allowed a hexagonal arrangement of 19 coils
over the active area of the torso. This resulted in a coil of 5.4cm length, 2cm core diam-
eter, with approximately 4000 turns and weighing about 1kg, as seen in figures 2.1 and
2.2. The soft iron core used gave a gain in response of about 3x. The resulting coil had








The coil was connected directly to a pre-amplifier circuit with the INA217 integrated
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FIGURE 2.1: Annotated rendering of the induction coil sensor with pre-
amplifier circuit board, showing an exploded view along the coil’s length.
FIGURE 2.2: Photograph of the (7cm diameter) induction coil sensor. The
2cm diameter core is visible in the centre of the plastic coil bobbin. The pre-
amplifier PCB is mounted to the coil bobbin with three silicone feet and its
perimeter taped securely with kapton tape. DC battery power is provided
via the white 4-way header. The amplified signals are output via the gold
plated SMB connector into a coaxial cable.















FIGURE 2.3: Diagram of detector system circuit. A complete diagram in-
cluding the power supply components is located in the appendix A.1
circuit (IC) at its core, see figure 2.3. Current induced in the coil creates a potential dif-
ference across the high impedance amplifier input. This input voltage is magnified by
the amplifier, which creates an output signal with a 1000x gain. In order to minimise the
un-amplified signal path the pre-amplifier was located on top of the magnetometer. The
output signals were carried by shielded coaxial cables to the ADC inputs.
The amplifier was powered using batteries and a linear regulator IC (LM7805), which
provided a stable, low noise voltage with an estimated 40µV of output noise, equivalent
to 40nV of input noise. This noise level is about equal to the ADC input noise and a frac-
tion of the sensing coil noise (see section 2.1.2), though this is acceptable, there are now
equivalent IC available with an order of magnitude lower noise, such as the TPS7A4700.
A 10µF capacitor was used in parallel with the output, increasing this capacitance reduces
the regulator noise but increases the inrush current. This capacitance should be increased
as much as possible within the stable operation of the circuit. Also capacitors should be
chosen that are immune to acoustic noise, that can occur via piezo-electric transduction.
We developed a 2nd generation smaller sensor that had a 4.6cm diameter, see figure
2.4. Each sensor weighed 330g, which considerably reduced the total mass of the array.
This smaller diameter allowed us to create a device with 36 sensors in the same area as
19 large coils, which matches the typical resolution used by conventional SQUID MCG.
The same pre-amplifier circuit was used, with a compressed PCB layout to fit the smaller
area. I reflow-soldered the surface mount components, then tested each circuit before
soldering the through hole connections to the coils. The PCBs were affixed to the coil in
the same manner as the large coils; with three silicone pads between the board and the
coil and kapton tape around the circumference. These sensors had a reduced response,
but also a lower inherent noise. We have found them sufficient for mapping the QRS
MCG, though the achievable SNR makes T-wave observation infeasible.
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FIGURE 2.4: Photography of the "small coil" Induction Coil Magnetometer;
4.6cm diameter.
2.1.1 Calibration of Sensor Response
The sensor outputs a voltage proportional to the change in magnetic field. In order to de-
termine the magnetic flux density from this voltage we must know the sensor response.
All of my diagnostic research has used sensor voltage units, because I have not had to
transfer a diagnostic algorithm between different device datasets. Knowing the absolute
magnetic field magnitude is useful for creating device agnostic diagnostics and compar-
ing the sensor performance with different sensor technologies.
The induction coil outputs a signal proportional to the number of coil turns, its ef-
fective cross sectional area and the gradient of the magnetic field, see equation 2.4. The
effective cross-sectional area is difficult to calculate accurately since it is dependent on
permeability of the core and the relative angle of the incident magnetic field. Also there
is a non-linear frequency dependence due to the resonance between the inductance and
parasitic capacitance, however the response is constant in the typical frequency range
used for MCG. Therefore, to determine the magnetic flux density from the measured





To map the response I applied a series of sinusoidally varying uniform magnetic fields
of known magnitude and frequency to the sensor and recorded the resulting amplitudes
of the induced voltages. To ensure a uniform field the sensor was placed in the centre
of a pair of 30cm diameter Helmholtz coils. A sinusoidal voltage output from a signal
generator was applied to the helmholtz coils and current limited using a series resistor.
The resulting Helmholtz field was measured using a calibrated fluxgate magnetometer
(Bartington Mag-01H with B-probe). The fluxgate probe was replaced with the induction
coil sensor and its output voltage was measured at several applied frequencies using a
DSO. The measured response was 290 fT µV−1 at 30 Hz and 813 fTµV−1 at 10 Hz.
The response was constant up to ∼350Hz, where the signal begins to resonate with
the tank circuit, as can be seen in the theoretical bode plot for this circuit shown in figure
2.6. The tank circuit is a resonant circuit created by the C = 10nF capacitor in parallel











FIGURE 2.5: Schematic of experimental setup used to measure the sensor
response. When measuring the response of an air core coil the fluxgate
could remain in the centre for simultaneous measurement. The two coils
are wired in series.
with the coil and pre-amplifier, see figure 2.3. It acts as a low pass filter, with a cut-off







Signals above this cut-off frequency are attenuated. The inductance of the 7cm coils
is L = 1148± 15mH. Therefore they have a resonance at f0 = 1485Hz, using equation
2.5. There is also a parasitic capacitance that exists between the coil windings, which
has an associated resonance. However, I estimate it to be on the order of 10pF, with a
corresponding resonance at 225kHz, making it insignificant compared to the effects of
the filter capacitor.
The frequency response of the tank circuit can be mapped with a bode plot, see figure
2.6. The bandwidth of the resonant peak is dependent on the series resistance, which
for the large coils is 60± 2Ω. Higher resistances increase the filter bandwidth, reducing
the sharpness of the cut-off. The Q-factor for the 7cm coils is Q = 178. The response is
approximately flat up to 200Hz, which is sufficient to capture cardiac signals without dis-
tortion, though might cause a minor amplification of the highest frequency components
in QRS, which can reach 300Hz.
In the small coil sensor (4.6cm) the same 10nF capacitor was employed. However,
the coil inductance was much lower at approximately 67 4mH. This results in a higher
resonant frequency of f0 ≈ 6130Hz. The bode plot for the small sensor can be seen in
figure 2.7 This puts the cut-off frequency above the sampling rate of the ADC. As opposed
to the large coil, where the cut-off is within the ADC sampling frequency. Though I have
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FIGURE 2.6: Bode diagram showing the frequency response of the RLC
filter circuit. The response is constant from 0 Hz to 200 Hz. The resonant
peak occurs at 1485Hz, which is within the frequency range of the ADC.
FIGURE 2.7: Bode diagram showing the frequency response of the small
coil sensor RLC filter circuit. The resonant peak occurs at 6130Hz. The
response is nearly constant throughout the sampling range of the ADC
(2.4kHz).
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not directly compared the two approaches, it seems better to maintain a linear response
within the acquisition range and avoid the resonant peak, since it could reduce the useful
dynamic range by amplifying resonant environmental noise.
At higher frequencies amplifier slew can cause distortion. The slew rate defines the
maximum rate at which the amplifier output can track the input. The amplifier chip we
used has a slew rate of 15V/µs. The maximum frequency that can be measured without





Thus the maximum frequency that can be measured over the full voltage range of the
amplifier (−5 V to 5 V) is 240kHz. This is well above the typical MCG frequencies and
the sampling rate of the ADC 2400Hz. Though high frequency noise is not directly mea-
sured by the ADC it can still effect the sampled voltage because the ADC input contains
capacitors that can integrate the high frequency components. Since slew distortion can be
non-linear, the distortion of high frequency noise will reduce the coherence of the high
frequency noise. However, the presence of the low pass filter formed by capacitor in
parallel with the amplifier input prevents the formation of slew distortion.
2.1.2 Sensitivity
The sensitivity of a detector is limited by its inherent noise. In the case of an induction
coil detector system the inherent noise is due to the thermal movement of electrons within
the conductors of the wire, pre-amplifier and the analogue components of the ADC. This
thermal electronic noise is known as Johnson-Nyquist noise [43, 44].
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as given by equation 2.2. The terms in his equation are well defined except for the effec-
tive cross sectional area. It is approximately equal to the cross sectional area of the coil,
but is increased by the addition of the soft iron core that has a high permeability. The
actual effective cross sectional area is difficult to measure, it is dependent on the presence
of neighbouring permeable material and the relative angle of the magnetic field to the
core. However, if the sensor is isolated from environmental noise then the inherent noise
can be measured.
The sensitivity was measured experimentally in the magnetically shielded room (MSR)
at York Neuro-Imaging Center (YNIC). This MSR is typically used for Magnetoencephalog-
raphy (MEG) measurements, its noise level is therefore very low, probably around 5fT/
√
Hz.
The sensor was recorded for 30 minutes. From this time series a FFT was computed to







or converted to units of Tesla: 104fT/
√
Hz. The ADC
contributed to about 25% of the noise. This is sufficient for MCG, since the QRS peak is
approximately 50pT.
2.2 Alternative Sensing Technologies
There are many types of magnetometers in addition to the ICM. SQUID have of course
proven themselves as excellent sensors for biomagnetism. However, their high cost, and
the cryogenic requirement is unlikely to change any time soon. If we want to see a step
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FIGURE 2.8: Noise power spectral density in the MSR at YNIC compared
to the clinical environment at LGI.
change in the field of magnetocardiography, sensors that can produce a lower cost system
are needed. Even if the individual sensor cost is higher, the ability to operate in a portable
device, outside of a MSR would change the economics of MCG, potentially facilitating to
a new wave of adoption.
Recent developments in miniaturisation and packaging of optically pumped magne-
tometers (OPM) are beginning to excite biomagnetism researchers. OPM works by prob-
ing a vapor of alkali atoms with a laser beam. The applied magnetic field causes energy
level splitting in the atoms (zeeman effect), which can be detected by a shifting of the
resonance peak as probed by the frequency dithered laser [46, 47]. In this configuration
OPMs can just about reach sufficient sensitivity for magnetocardiography. A second op-
erating regime called spin exchange relaxation free (SERF) magnetometry is much more
sensitive but must be operated in zero magnetic field, which requires a shielded room
with active cancellation of the Earth’s field.
Another type of optical magnetometer is the diamond nitrogen vacancy (NV) mag-
netometer. This consists of a diamond molecule, with pairs of carbon atoms removed,
one replaced by a nitrogen atom and the other left vacant, but with an extra electron
implanted. This system is similar to the alkali vapor OPM, the NV system has energy
levels that are susceptible to the zeeman effect and can be probed by a laser. However,
the robust diamond lattice surrounding the NV allows orders of magnitude higher sensi-
tivity. This technology is new however, and it has not yet been implemented in a package
suitable for magnetocardiography, though this is being researched [48].
Tunnelling magneto-resistance (TMR) magnetometers are a class of solid state device
that is commonly used in the read heads of hard drives to measure the information en-
coded in magnetic domains on the hard-disk. They have recently been used for MCG in
a MSR. The high inherent noise gave a SNR of about 1, with respect to the R wave peak.
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Signal averaging was required to observe the MCG clearly [49, 50].
Flux gate magnetometers are based on induction coils, but use an applied dithering
field in order to measure absolute magnetic field. The extra electronics involved with this
means that their noise is generally higher than regular ICM. On the other hand, over a
narrow frequency band, the lock in amplification effect provides excellent noise rejection.
Recently a commercial three axis flux gate magnetometer from Bartington was used to
measure an MCG within a shielded room [51].
I experimented with the creation of a planar induction coil. The planar geometry
makes it sensitive to a broad range of field vector angles, which could be seen as a ben-
efit or not. The coils I developed were a spiral with 4µm traces. My plan was to have
these laser micro-machined onto PCB material, and stack several layers (with interlinks
between the layers), to produce a coil with several thousand turns but weighing grams.
Sadly I was unable to have them manufactured, as the available equipment was only
capable of raster movement, it did not have a rotating stage that would allow precision
manufacture of the circular micron scale geometry. The benefit of planar coils would
have been lightness, potentially lower manufacturing cost, especially when considering
system integration. Most of all, the ability to produce highly matched coils for excellent
background subtraction.
2.3 System Architecture
This section documents the construction of the device from the magnetometer array to the
user interface, and covers the important design elements that we have found by iterative
prototyping and theoretical analysis. The primary focus is on the Mk1 system, which
uses fifteen 7cm coil sensors (2.2). It also covers the evolution into the Mk2, which used
the smaller 46mm sensors (2.4) and further on the commercial prototypes, Alpha and
Beta.
All the devices share a similar overall architecture, with the detector array separate
from the other hardware. The computer, acquisition system and power electronics are
housed in a standalone enclosure unit, with analogue power and shielded signal cables
connecting it to the detector array (with integrated pre-amplifiers). This design exists to
isolate the sensing region from the electromagnetic noise of acquisition components and
the vibration from the operator interacting with the computer system. In addition to opti-
mising the measurement performance, the device must operate in a clinical environment,
therefore its design must consider hygiene, electrical safety, physical safety.
First I will cover the development of the detector array, then the analogue power
supply and finally the digital acquisition system.
2.3.1 Detector Array
The induction coil sensors have already been covered in detail in 2.1. But the formation of
the individual sensors into a detector array, their power supply and signal transmission
warrant further detail.
For the Mk1 device we created the 19 coil sensor array in a hexagonal arrangement,
see figure 2.9. Hexagonal packing provides the highest packing density, and therefore the
highest spatial resolution for magnetic field mapping. Despite having room for 19 mag-
netometers, the ADC we were able to acquire had only 16 channels, one of which was
used for synchronous ECG recording. The 15 coil limitation enforced an asymmetrical
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FIGURE 2.9: Exploded view CAD rendering of the detector array used
in the MK1 MCG device. The magnetometers are shown in red, with
bounding boxes for the power and signal shown. The main array holder is
formed from solid Acetyl plastic. The acrylic hood sits on top of the array,
with a small cut out for the cable glands. The whole assembly is mounted
on two aluminium right-angle extrusions that are bolted to a floor standing
aluminium frame.
sensor arrangement; we chose to give the highest sensor density along the axis perpen-
dicular to the principal vectorcardiographic (ECG) component, which is approximately
the principal axis of magnetic activity.
The array was constructed from Acetyl; a strong and stable engineering plastic (that is
dielectric). The sensors were closely packed with gaps of only about 1mm, and shimmed
with kapton tape to ensure they fit tightly in their bores. This setup results in all the
sensors becoming acoustically coupled, which is essential for acoustic noise rejection. The
array was covered with an acrylic hood, for physical protection and hygiene (cleanable
surface). It also ensured isolation from air currents and solar induced heating, creating
a stable temperature environment, ideal for keeping a consistent gain matching between
the sensors.
Array Design Improvements
The move to smaller (4.6cm) sensors allowed the creation of a new detector array with a
higher spatial resolution; both in density and total number of sensors. I designed a new
array containing 37 coil sensors, again in a hexagonally packed arrangement, see figure
2.11 for a comparison with the Mk1 array. The array extent was slightly larger in x and y,
with a slight squeezing of the width to fit within typical torso widths.
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FIGURE 2.10: Photograph of the Mk1 detector array. The pre-amplifier
circuit boards are visible (green PCB’s). Analogue power distribution is
provided by the loose parallel wiring.
The array was designed to be mounted on the end of an arm, because of this it was
vital to minimise the array mass in order to reduce the tip-over angle. My intention
was to 3D print it from Nylon, to maintain stiffness whilst including internal voids to
reduce mass. I created a 3D CAD model and used a finite element analysis simulation in
order to ensure a reasonable level of stiffness, see figure A.5. Further mass optimisation
could have been performed, using an evolutionary algorithm, however the overall design
showed minimal projected weight savings; since the mass of the copper within the coils
constitutes the majority of the array mass. Since the increased cost of this approach did
not provide sufficient benefit it was decided to machine the array out of Acetyl
FIGURE 2.11: Comparison of the Mk1 detector array (small circles) with
the 37 sensor array (larger circles). The sensor spacing is 56mm accept in
the centre row that has 52mm spacing. A dimensioned diagram is in the
appendix A.4.
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Pre-amplifier Noise
The ICM pre-amplifiers were powered by a common dual rail ±12V power supply, con-
nected to the power source via a screened multi-core umbilical cable with final distribu-
tion through loosely parallel conductors as seen in figure 2.10. The power source con-
sisted of a pair of 12V lead acid batteries located in the standalone enclosure, see figure
2.12. A key switch on the front of the enclosure was used to switch between scanning and
charging modes. In scanning mode the batteries could power the amplifiers for about 4
hours.
FIGURE 2.12: Exploded view CAD rendering of the battery power sup-
ply for the pre-amplifiers. The key switch toggles between charging and
scanning modes. The battery voltage can be checked by pressing the but-
ton and reading the LCD screen. The internal components are galvanically
isolated from the rack-mount enclosure for safe hospital use.
The current required for each pre-amplifier varies up to ∼ 100mA, depending on the
output signal amplitude. This current induces a magnetic field that can be a significant
noise source for the ICM. The magnitude of this induced field can be estimated using
equation B.2. For tightly coupled parallel conductors the induced magnetic field is ∼
800pT at 10cm distance. However, the wires were not tightly bundled, and were spread
apart to enter molex connectors (2.54mm spacing on the small end, 5mm spacing on the
large connectors); Where the wires become separated the fields produced by the opposing
currents no longer cancel as effectively and the net magnetic field increases, with a 5mm
gap the field at 5cm increases by a factor of 5x. This field has a large enough magnitude
to effect ICM measurement.
The chaotic arrangement of conductors used for analogue power distribution in the
Mk1 allowed the induced magnetic fields to destructively interfere, with a pseudoran-
dom remainder, see figure 2.10. Ideally twisted pair (or coaxial) conductors should be
employed to reduce the induced field by an estimated 3-100x, dependent on the ratio of
the helix pitch to wire separation [52, 53].
In the Alpha device power and signal distribution were handled by a single large PCB
located directly above the array. This PCB split the incoming power rail into 37 individ-
ual sensor supplies. The long straight traces radiated the power rail noise, producing a
structure on the MFM. In an attempt to shield this local source, I manufactured a 6mm
copper plate and placed it between the sensors and distribution PCB, see figure 2.13.
Though this removed the distribution board pattern, the SNR was greatly worsened as
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FIGURE 2.13: Experimental setup for testing the efficacy of shielding the
acquisition electronics from the sensors. A 6mm thick copper plate is
placed between the sensor array and distribution board that contains the
acquisition electronics.
FIGURE 2.14: Comsol simulation showing magnetic flux density stream-
lines captured by a touching pair of small iron cylinders (image center)
magnetised by a magnet (bottom left).
distant field sources were now being locally re-radiated, drastically reducing their spatial
coherence.
To reduce power supply noise pick-up and decoherence, the pre-amplifiers could be
moved away from the array. The resulting noise reduction is likely to outweigh the noise
increase due to the increase in unamplified signal pathway length, which can itself be
reduced by using twisted pair or coaxial conductors.
Modelling Flux Linkage Between the Sensor Cores
The work in this subsection was the result of a collaboration with my student Nick
Pawlowski, who also wrote it up in his Masters Thesis, which was submitted to the Uni-
versity of Leeds [54].
The effective area of the induction coil is increased by the presence of the high perme-
ability soft iron core, which becomes magnetised by the applied field and concentrates
magnetic flux. When multiple cores are brought together their effective areas begin to
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FIGURE 2.15: Dependence of the flux through the centre sensor of a hexag-
onal array on the radial spacing between sensors. Each colour represents
a different core radius starting at r = 5mm up to r = 20mm in steps of
∆r = 2 5mm.
overlap. To determine the effect this has on coil magnetisation Comsol was used to sim-
ulate in 2D, a pair of iron cores in the presence of a dipole magnetic field of a similar
relative scale to the heart field, see figure 2.14.
We created a series of experiments within the simulation. In order to determine the
optimal sensor spacing we simulated a 7 coil hexagonal array; one center coil surrounded
by six others. The spacing between the cores was varied in ∆r = 5mm steps, whilst
measuring the flux through the centre coil, figure 2.15. At close spacing the center coil
flux increased approximately linearly with increasing spacing, until reaching a saturation
point where it plateaued. For the r = 20mm core that we are using in the magnetometers,
the optimal spacing occurs in the region of 8 cm to 12 cm.
We then looked at the spatial measurement error in the Mk1 array. Firstly we located
a magnet underneath the centre coil and rotated it from 0o to 355o in 1o steps. The result-
ing core flux measurements were used to construct magnetic field maps that were then
interpolated. Due to the limited spatial resolution the reconstructed field is distorted, see
figure 2.16. We measured angular errors of up to 15o, which is a quarter of the angular
distance between sensors. The minimum errors occur when the dipole is aligned with the
sensors or halfway between a pair. These particular error magnitudes are dependent on
the size of the dipole field relative to the array spacing, however the lensing characteris-
tics are universal. The dipole angle is measured from the pole peak positions. However,
when an integrating method is used; such as a centroid or convolutional method 4.2.1,
the error is reduced substantially.
The positional accuracy of the sensor array was tested by moving a smaller magnet
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FIGURE 2.16: COMSOL physics simulation showing (a) a simulated dipole
field and (b) the dipole field as measured by the sensor array (black circles)
then interpolated. The reconstructed dipole has a visible distortion from
elliptical and a rotation of the pole peaks; The difference between actual
and observed dipole angle is 9.2o. (c) Shows the angle error in peak posi-
tion over a 360o rotation, can reach ±15o.
FIGURE 2.17: The error in the position (in meters) of a magnet as seen by
the detector array. The error within the array is < 6cm, but grows quickly
outside the array perimeter.
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FIGURE 2.18: Butterfly coil produces an annular magnetic field. A dy-
namic voltage is applied using an arbitrary function generator, with a re-
sistor placed in series with the coil to limit the current. The field is imaged
by the detector array for testing purposes, to check sensor configuration is
correct and to test the achievable signal to noise ratio.
around then measuring the reconstructed dipole centre. From this we obtained a map
of the positional error, see figure 2.17. Within the array the error is ≤ 5cm. Outside the
array the error grows drastically. This is due to the interpolation algorithm attempting
to extrapolate. To prevent this wild extrapolation error we can employ a boundary con-
straint by creating a ring outside the array perimeter that is tied to the magnetic ground.
In this experiment ground would be set to zero flux. But for MCG ground is set to the
mean sensor value to match the normalisation.
Procedures for Testing the Array
To test the mapping capability of MCG devices I built a ’phantom’ heart. It produced a
dipole magnetic field with an adjustable power level. It consisted of a figure-8 loop of
wire with the ends forming a twisted pair, see figure 2.18. An arbitrary signal generator
was connected in series, with a resistor to limit the current, the voltage across the coil
determines the power output. A recorded ECG waveform was output from the signal
generator to create a time varying magnetic field with similar frequency components to
an MCG. By placing the figure-8 under the the detector array the dipole field could be
imaged. This was used to perform a setup sanity check; With the phantom power set
high its signal is present in all sensors. The structure of the imaged dipole was compared
with the placement of the phantom, to ensure the sensors are wired correctly.
The phantom was also used to measure the fidelity of noise removal algorithms. The
emitted power of the phantom was lowered into the noise. Because the field structure
is known, the signal captured after DSP could be compared with the expected signal to
check for distortion and extract a measure of fidelity. This is important for advanced
noise removal algorithms that function by decomposing the signal, separating the noise
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components then recomposing the signal, since the recomposition process can create ar-
bitrary structure. This is especially problematic with learning algorithms that look for an
expected signal since they can end up synthesising a signal from noise.
2.3.2 Digital Signal Acquisition
The pre-amplified signals are transmitted to the ADC via coaxial/shielded cables with
BNC connectors. The Mk1 device used a 16 channel ADC provided by National Instru-
ments, the PXI4498. This device has an internal gain of 30dB, which we used to provide
a dynamic range of 0.316V. Operated at 24bit resolution the smallest perceivable voltage
increment was 18.8nV. When scanning the ADC synchronously sampled the 15 magne-
tometer voltages and the ECG voltage at regular intervals of 0.5ms (2kS/s). The sampled
voltages were streamed from an FIFO buffer directly to the computers random access
memory (via DMA protocol) for processing and storage.
For the Alpha device we decided to build an ADC based on the ADS1298 from Texas
Instruments. This chip is similar to the 4498 with 24bit digitisation and more than suffi-
cient sample rate. The benefit of using it is a reduction in system cost and the ability to
scale the number of inputs by daisy chaining multiple chips (80+ channels is achievable).
The N sensors are synchronously recorded to produce a time series Vit :
Vit = {Vit : i ∈ N : t ∈ T} (2.7)
Where the time index set T are the natural numbers, from zero to T (following the con-
vention used to index NumPy arrays [55]). A 10 minute scan will contain 24bit ∗ i ∗ T =
57.6MB of information.
In the Mk1 device, the digital signal acquisition components were separated from the
detector array. For the alpha prototype I experimented with mounting the ADC in prox-
imity to the array. The idea was to create a head with completely integrated electronics,
which would simplify the connections to the device body; from 37 analogue connections
+ analogue power, to a single digital connection (perhaps cat5 cable) + analogue and
digital power. This is desirable from a manufacturing and maintenance point of view.
However, the noise field created by the ADC was too intense and incoherent, and com-
pletely prevented MCG acquisition due to poor SNR. The latest prototypes prioritise the
separation of the electronics from the induction coil detector array.
Digital signal processing is covered in section 3.4.
Synchronous ECG Acquisition
One of the ADC channels is used to synchronously record an ECG from the scan subject.
Unlike the noisy MCG signals, the ECG has a positive SNR; because of this the ECG is
used as a fiducial to locate the heart beats in time. This allows a cardiac cycle average
to be composed from the MCG signals, which is essential for extracting the signal from
the noise; see section 3.4.1. The precision of the fiducial is important for cycle averaging
performance. Especially for high frequency features in the depolarisation region such as
HIS bundle activation in the P-R segment [56].
The ECG device used was an Accusync 42 [57]. This mains powered 3-lead ECG
outputs a filtered and amplified ECG signal through a BNC cable. It also outputs a gate
signal; this TTL binary signal switches on at the rise of the ECG R-wave and off 400ms
later.
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FIGURE 2.19: Synchronous recording of ECG and R Wave Trigger output
from the Accusync 42 device. Showing the location of the fiducial on the
rising edge of the R-wave.
The Mk1 device had only one ADC channel available for recording the ECG signal,
therefore we had to choose between recording the trigger signal or the full ECG wave-
form. In the early experiments and for the first clinical trial, we chose to record the gate
signal, since we trusted it to have a higher accuracy than our own R wave trigger ex-
traction algorithm, which consisted of a high pass filter to remove the baseline wander
followed by an amplitude threshold to detect the R-wave. Whilst simple to implement
and fast to compute, this technique was prone to give a fiducial phase error because it
relies on perfect baseline wander removal and a consistent R wave shape.
However, the gate signal of Accusync device is not perfect, it must also tackle noise,
though because it is proprietary we do not know its fiducial phase error. We do know
that it employs a real-time filter (IIR) and that such filters have an inherent phase error.
In contrast, post processing filters can be made with zero phase error (FIR). Also, higher
complexity fiducial extraction algorithms using wavelets can be used in post processing
to gain further accuracy. In retrospect, it would have been better to record the full ECG
waveform, rather than the gate signal.
Later I found an excellent library for this called Biosppy [58], which has excellent
tools for ECG fiducial extraction, utilising wavelet decomposition. Another advantage of
recording the ECG is the potential to classify individual heart beats, so that intermittent
cardiac phenomenon can be separated from regular beats, and beats containing a large
amount of myoelectric noise (from skeletal muscle) can be rejected. An ideal MCG device
is necessarily a hybrid MCG-ECG.
2.3.3 Operator Interface
The first level of interaction with the device is through its physical interface. During
initial setup the position of the medical bed and device body within the room was chosen
to minimise the influence of local noise sources. Then for every scan the operator routine
was as follows:
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• Participant preparation: Ensure participant understands the procedure, has removed
metal objects from their person and is prepared to lie still for the scan duration. Also
must have completed consent forms.
• Power-up: Turn on the computer system and switch batteries from charging to
operating mode.
• Software Initialisation: Load the scanning software, operator log-in, entry of scan
subject details.
• Scan positioning: With the participant lying on the medical bed the detector is po-
sitioned over their heart. Then the medical bed powered off.
• ECG Acquisition: ECG electrodes are connected to the skin and acquisition of stable
ECG trigger signal confirmed.
• Commence MCG acquisition.
Preparation of the Scan Participant
Interaction with the subject was important to prepare them for the scan. They were asked
to remove metal objects from their person; especially those worn on the torso such as
necklaces and bras that contain underwires, since they induce fields from the motion
of the chest and cause decohrence. The subjects were instructed to lie still on the bed.
However, they should have an understanding that their muscle tension, movement and
talking is a source of noise. Perhaps a somatic meditative primer would assist the partic-
ipant into entering a relaxed state.
During the first clinical trial this was not consistently communicated to the partici-
pants, as often I observed conversation between the the research nurses and the partici-
pant during the scan. I observed that laughter in particular was a huge source of noise,
because of the vibration conducted into the metal framed medical bed. I have not tested
the effect on a non-ferrous bed, the magnetomyographic signals from the torso muscle
contraction may also be significant.
Power-up Routine
In the Mk1/Mk2 devices the operator had manual control of the battery system powering
the amplifiers. To conduct a scan they were required to switch from charging to operat-
ing mode, where the batteries are isolated from the charging system, this was done via
a keyswitch that operated a relay inside the battery box. Because of the temperature de-
pendency of the pre-amplifier gain, the switch-over was made several minutes before
running a scan, this provided time for the amplifiers to warm up to equilibrium tempera-
ture. This resistive heating occurs due to the current passing through the linear regulator
ICs and the amplifier IC, see figure A.3 for an IR spectrum image of the PCB at equilib-
rium temperature, which is approximately 15 ◦C above ambient. At the end of a scanning
session it was essential for the device to be switched back to charging mode to prevent
damage to the batteries from deep discharge. The charging process took approximately
8 hours from empty. The management of this charging process was a vector for human
error, during the clinical trial there were multiple occasions when the device was left in
operating mode overnight, causing the batteries to discharge and delaying acquisition
because of the need to recharge.
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In the Alpha device, the isolation relay was controlled via firmware. The operation
mode was only engaged when the device was switched to scanning mode. A higher
capacity battery bank was also employed that allowed longer scanning sessions. The
Alpha device has a greater risk of topple over because the detector array was mounted
on an arm connected to the main body of the device. To counter this risk, the extra mass
of the batteries was located in the body base to minimise the centre of gravity thereby
reducing the topple over angle to within regulatory limits.
Positioning the Detector Array
In the MK1 and MK2 devices the position of the detector array was controlled in the
horizontal plane using the castor wheels rolling on the floor. The center of the array was
aligned to 4th intercostal space, to the subjects left of the sternum, as this was found to be
the average center of the MCG field. The distance between the chest and the array was
controlled using the electric actuator built into the medical bed. Observation of several
breathing cycles was required to ensure no contact during maximal inhalation. In the
Alpha device the array was supported by an arm from the main device enclosure.
2.3.4 Acquisition User Interface
The device contained a monitor screen with a keyboard and mouse for interaction. The
interface was password protected to ensure access only to registered operators. In addi-
tion to controlling the MCG acquisition process, the interface also allowed subject meta
data to be entered, which was then stored in association with the MCG data. This meta-
data included:
• Operator identification.





This meta information was stored in a text file called scan_info_dict, in the same folder
as the MCG data. To anonymize each scan, the pseudonym was not directly stored,
instead the stored subject I.D. was a alpha numeric string generated from the hash of the
patient pseudonym plus a pseudo-random salt with the trial key, this gave the dataset
complete anonymity for anyone without the trial key. The pseudonym cannot be directly
reconstructed from the hash. In order to recreate the pseudonym from the hash during
analysis the software used the key and a list of possible pseudonyms to create hashes,
then matches the hashes with the stored subject I.D. to identify the scans. One issue with
this system was that the pseudonyms were entered by the operator without a constraint
mechanism, leading to a lack of consistency. For example, healthy volunteer number
one could be specified as: HV01, HV1, Hv01, hv01, hv1... Which to a human provide
equivalent information, but each hash to completely different values.
During the scan the operator was provided with a visualisation of the recorded infor-
mation:
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• Clock recording scan duration.
• Heart rate information.
• Real time stream of the ECG and MCG signals.
• Running total MCG cycle average.
• Magnetic field maps at particular points in the cardiac cycle.
The real time ECG signal was used to check for a consistent ECG acquisition. The stream-
ing MCG signals were used to check noise level and to observe transient noise events.
The running total MCG cycle averaging could be used to determine when sufficient SNR
had been achieved.
2.3.5 Analytical Workstation
To visualise and experiment with diagnostic algorithms on the clinical trial dataset I
wrote an analysis workstation software. The purpose of the user interface was:
• To facilitate exploration of the dataset.
• To error check the automatic feature labelling allocation.
• To provide human input to the diagnostic process: Marking positions in the MCG,
flag position error, flag low SNR, Reject based on noise or other error.
Because the device was used primarily by us for research, the main requirement of
the analytics software was the ability to apply experimental diagnostic algorithms. Be-
cause the dataset is quite large (150MB× 480 = 72GB), and the algorithms are somewhat
computationally intensive, the time to compute results can be several hours. The results
should be computed as fast as possible because a short feedback time increases the num-
ber of design iterations possible. In order to achieve this I precomputed the interpolated
MFM time series, which took an extra 60GB of storage, but sped up certain algorithms.
Most of the algorithmic experimentation took place within Jupyter notebooks, which
are cellular python environments that share a common kernel and memory space but are
divided into cells that can be run separately. Graphs can be plotted within the notebook
and even be made interactive with widgets. However, a standalone program written in
QT and Python was more appropriate for cycling through the clinical trial. This program
was later translated into C++. As C++ is a compiled language it performs faster than
Python, which is mostly interpreted (though elements of compilation exist in e.g. the
numpy libraries).
2.4 Conclusion
We successfully created a MCG using induction coil magnetometers. The ICM perfor-
mance was validated in a magnetically shielded room and found to be sufficient for cycle
averaged MCG, with 104fT/
√
Hz at 10Hz of inherent noise. This unprecedented sensitiv-
ity is largely due to the low noise amplifier and ADC electronics, which were unavailable
during previous attempts to create ICM for MCG.
We built a complete MCG system based around a detector array of 15 ICM, that was
suitable for use in a clinical research environment. The device had a separate enclosure
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for the electronics excluding the pre-amplifiers that were located on top of the coils in the
detector array. The array was supported on an aluminium frame, which could be posi-
tioned above a scan subject. This separation reduced the noise imposed on the array by
the switching and power supply components. However, the placement of the pre-amps
in close proximity was a significant source of noise due to the peak power requirements
of 100mA per coil. We did not notice this noise source until the next prototype device,
which had a regular arrangement of analogue power wiring; since the wiring structure
imposed a detectable structure on the measured noise field.
The permeable cores of the ICM increased the coils effective area, increasing their
reponse by ≈ 3×. However, when the ICM are arranged in close proximity, as in the
detector array, their effective areas overlapped causing a distortion in the perceived mag-
netic field map. This leads to an error in the measured dipole angle.
This device was used to measure 480 scans in an unshielded clinical trial at LGI. The
results were quite noisy, but definitely contained MCG signals. The encountered envi-




Environmental Noise & Digital
Signal Processing
The contemporary built environment contains a multitude of sources emitting electro-
magnetic energy. This environmental noise dominates the biomagnetic fields generated
by our organs. In order to map biomagnetic fields we must be able to isolate them from
the onslaught of environmental noise. This is the critical challenge for clinical adoption
of biomagnetic field mapping.
This chapter begins with an overview of environmental noise sources, followed by an
analysis of noise using frequency decomposition, Allan variance and spatial coherence
techniques. Then an exploration of noise rejection methods and their performance, both
physical sheilding & digital signal processing.
The most profound finding is that the separability of the background environmental
noise from the local incoherent cardiac signals is proportional to their relative degree of
spatial coherence. This was exploited to create a coherent noise rejection algorithm that
provides lower noise than a gradiometer array and is responsible for the devices ability
to operate without a magnetically shielded room.
3.1 Introduction
Man-made electromagnetic noise is now present almost everywhere on the Earth’s sur-
face. In urban areas it dominates natural noise (of atmospheric and cosmic origin) [59].
It is common to see noise levels reach nanotesla (nT) levels, which is on the order of a
105 times larger than the cardiac biomagnetic field. Whilst we could retreat to rural areas
to perform our measurements within a quieter environment, this would prevent access
to the technology for the majority of the human population who now live within cities.
Therefore we must be able to operate in an urban environment.
The effect of noise on measurement performance is dependent on the noise structure
and the measurement device. Primarily, if the noise amplitude is too high (outside the
dynamic range of the detector system), then information will be lost. If the noise is much
greater than the signal amplitude then we will not be able to perceive the signal since they
are superimposed in the amplitude domain. However, we can employ techniques in the
frequency and spatial domains to separate them, and use signal averaging to reduce the
random noise. Coloured or periodic noise that is in rhythm with the heart beat will be
constructively interfere in the signal average, so it is advantageous to have a non-periodic
heart rate!
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One guaranteed method for isolating environmental noise is to use a magnetically
shielded room (MSR). These rooms act as spatial filters with shielding factors of 40dB-
90dB. Offering fT/
√
Hz noise levels within, suitable even for real time observation of
MEG. See section 3.3.1 for a review of shielding types. However, MSR are expensive and
throughput limited; the ability to perform MCG in an unshielded environment would
drastically decrease the cost/benefit ratio, giving more people access to MCG. An alter-
native spatial filter is required.
The spatial coherence of environmental noise is usually higher than that of the car-
diac signals, since the majority of noise sources are further from the detector array than
the heart. We have developed an alternative coherent noise rejection algorithm based
on inverse ghost imaging; its noise rejection performance is lower than an MSR, but we
found it was sufficient for observation of depolarisation phase signals in a clinical envi-
ronment, and there is potential for improved performance by increasing environmental
spatial coherence and reducing device decoherence.
Typically axial gradiometers are used to subtract the spatially coherent components,
this requires precise matching of the sensor gain in each pair and reduces the sensitivity
by a factor of 2 due to superposition of each sensors inherent noise into the gradiometer
signal. In contrast our method uses a bucket signal subtraction that reduces the sensitiv-
ity by only (1+ 1√n ), where n is the number of sensors in the bucket signal.
3.1.1 Electromagnetic Noise Sources
There are many sources of ambient electromagnetic noise, arising from communications,
computation, switch-mode power regulation, air conditioning, transport etc. Together
these cover the most of the non-ionising radiation band [59]. The most pervasive source
is the utility grid, where power is transmitted using an alternating current at a frequency
of 50Hz, which induces a corresponding oscillating magnetic field at 50Hz (60Hz in the
Americas and parts of Asia). The conductors of the utility grid run through almost ev-
ery room in every building and power the majority of devices, because of this it is dif-
ficult to achieve more than a few meters of separation from the measurement region.
The phase of the grid is necessarily maintained to a high precision, by synchronisation
with master atomic clocks. This results in a highly temporally coherent 50/60Hz signal,
with a white intensity distribution due to the thermal nature of the electronic conduction.
The frequency distribution of the cardiac field ranges from a few hertz to about 150Hz.
This overlap means that the utility grid cannot be filtered out using traditional filtering
techniques without some loss of physiological information; whilst acceptable for many
diagnostics, this can make it difficult to observe high frequency fibrillation components.
Electrically powered transport systems such as subways induce large ELF signals due
to the large currents they employ for power distribution [60]. These sources typically
occur with a Poissonian distribution, because of this they can be observed with Allan
variance analysis as having an effect on a discrete range of averaging times. This effect
can be seen in the observation of lift shaft noise at Leeds General Infirmary (LGI) in figure
3.6.
The magnetocardiography device is itself a source of noise, since it contains switching
components for power supply voltage regulation, computation and the display interface.
Any switch-mode device will create broadband interference due to the square nature of
the pulses emitted. This can be minimised by using battery power and linear regula-
tors. However, the digital nature of the signal processing components is unavoidable,
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therefore shielding must be employed and the digital components separated from the
measurement region as far as practicable.
Hospital beds typically have an electronic height adjustment powered by AC mains.
Even when the motor is not activated parts of the control electronics are still live, with
mains current flowing through. This causes an emission of mains 50Hz hum, with as-
sociated colored noise, that is a large noise source due to its proximity to the detector
array, see figure 3.1 for an Alan variance analysis of this noise. If the bed is isolated by
switching it off at the wall then these signals disappear.
3.1.2 Acoustic Noise
The Earth’s magnetic field is pervasive throughout the Earth’s surface where it varies
in strength between 25− 65 µT. It extends to a minimum of 60,000km from the Earth’s
surface, where it is squeezed by the solar wind. Certain types of magnetometers such as
SERFs cannot operate with such a large applied field and require active cancellation. In-
duction coil magnetometers (ICM) measure the time derivative of the magnetic field, not
its absolute magnitude, and therefore are not directly affected. However, ferromagnetic
objects within the Earth’s field become magnetised and due to their hysteresis will retain
that magnetisation for a short time after the applied magnetic field changes. Their move-
ment therefore creates magnetic perturbations of comparable flux density to the Earth’s
field. This hysteresis perturbation noise was also visible through Allan variance analy-
sis (3.2.1) to be occurring due to the passing of lifts through the lift shaft at LGI. Other
researchers have observed hysteresis perturbations from passing vehicles several 10’s of
meters away. I found that even small movements could be detected by our devices, for
example the movement of a swivel chair across the room, picking up a screwdriver and
even the movement of the heart perturbing the medical bed frame.
The perturbation induced signal is dependent on the vibration mode; Rotational modes
will induce varying signals dependent on the distance of the sensor from the axis of ro-
tation and the sign of the rotation vector. Also important are the relative angle of the
incident magnetic field with the detector array and the resulting flux linkage between
sensors in the array. If there were no linkage then translational vibration modes would
induce only common mode signals, but this is unlikely to occur in practice, since there is
a high degree of flux linkage see section 2.3 for a magnetic flux linkage simulation of the
array. To counter this noise the detector array must be mounted stiffly, and isolated from
any sources of vibration such as the patient and any vibrations that may travel through
the floor.
3.1.3 Ballistocardiographic noise
The mechanical action of the heart causes the ejection of blood from the ventricles. The
recoil from this action is measured in a ballistocardiogram (BCG); The first ballistocar-
diography instruments consisted of a suspended table that the subject would lie upon
in supine position and the table deflection recorded [61, 62]. The medical bed used in
the clinical trial had a frame that was supported by a central column, the stiffness of this
joint was sufficiently low that movement of the subject would cause oscillations about
this joint. It was possible to visually perceive the recoil of ones heartbeat whilst lying
on the bed, by parallax; using a fixed distant visual reference to compare the bed posi-
tion. Since the bed frame was composed of steel it was magnetised by the Earth’s field
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FIGURE 3.1: Allan deviations and overlapping Allan deviations (pale blue
and orange) from magnetometer time series recorded by the array with
the medical bed in ON and OFF states. The lower plot shows the differ-
ence between the ON and OFF Allan Deviations. The ON state introduced
significant coloured noise with time periods up to approximately 1 sec.
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FIGURE 3.2: The cycle averaged 3-axis accelerometer signals (X, Y, Z) of
myself, shown with the synchronously recorded ECG signal.
so the heart driven oscillations induced a hysteresis perturbation, a ballistocardiographic
signal.
This ballistocardiographic signal went unidentified by us for many months; since it
appeared in the repolarisation region of the cardiac cycle with a magnitude that was
similar to the magnetocardiographic depolarisation signals, we therefore assumed it was
a magnetocardiographic signal. Our suspicions were raised when we performed MCG
scans on a wooden bed and the repolarisation signals disappeared into the noise. Since
the repolarisation MCG signals are lower frequency than the depolarisation, hence lower
amplitude due to the linear frequency response of ICM.
To prove the ballistocardiographic origin of the repolarisation phase signals I con-
ducted an experiment to measure the acceleration of the bed using a 3-axis MEMS ac-
celerometer (ADXL337Z). The accelerometer was affixed to the bed frame, directly be-
neath the measurement region. To minimise noise the accelerometer was powered by a
battery via a twisted pair of wires and a linear voltage regulator (LM317) and the out-
put signals were transmitted to a DSO using a coaxial cable. The signal to noise ratio
was too low for real time observation of ballistocardiographic signals. Therefore the ECG
signal was used as a fiducial for cycle averaging. I performed a scans of myself and a col-
league and obtained synchronous ECG, MCG and BCG recordings, see figure 3.2. These
signals are almost identical to published acceleration BCG signals [62]. The structure
shows similar absolute amplitude dynamics in all axes, therefore I computed the princi-
pal acceleration component (PAC), using principal component analysis. The PAC can be
compared with the MCG signals, visually and by computing the covariance.
The PCA of myself and my colleague display a very similar structure, particularly in
the large amplitude oscillations observed in the repolarisation phase, see figure 3.3. A
similar but inverse wave exists in the region preceding QRS, this could either be atrial
contraction or a ringing of the bed that has continued from the previous heart beat. Since
the heart rate is approximately regular this periodic noise will to some extent be captured
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FIGURE 3.3: The principal components of acceleration of myself and lab
mate Beth, show comparable structure.
FIGURE 3.4: The principal component of acceleration is shown along with
the corresponding synchronously recorded ECG and MCG signals. The
mean covariance between the acceleration PC and the MCG signals is
shown. A high covariance is seen over the repolarisation phase of the car-
diac cycle.
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in the cycle average. This could be confirmed by acquiring a real-time signal, perhaps us-
ing a laser balance type system, which would measure displacement directly, to a higher
sensitivity, this is certainly feasible given the efficacy of the direct parallax observation
obtained by the subject.
However, to prove the ballistocardiographic nature of the MCG signals the cycle av-
eraged method is sufficient. The mean covariance of the PAC with each of the MCG
detector signals was computed, see figure 3.4. A strong covariance is observed in the re-
polarisation phase but not the depolarisation phase, therefore our PQRS region measure-
ments are MCG and the T region measurements are BCG. To detect pure MCG signals,
the subject must be supported on a non-ferromagnetic bed. However, this is not necessar-
ily ideal, I later found evidence that the BCG signals contain diagnostic information, see
section 4.3.3. Therefore it could be clinically useful to measure these bed associated BCG
signals with the MCG; particularly with ICM sensors, which have reduced sensitivity to
the repolarisation phase signals, forming a hybrid MCG-BCG device.
3.2 Noise Analysis
Through noise analysis we can learn more about the composition of the noise environ-
ment, this information can be used to inform noise rejection strategies. Noise sources can
be classified and tracked down giving the possibility to eliminate them or their effect,
improving the signal to noise ratio.
The useful information that can be extracted from a measurement is proportional to












The Shannon-Hartley theorem explicitly defines the maximum information rate (mu-
tual information, see eq:1.2) obtained through a measurement channel, subject to gaus-
sian noise, as the channel capacity C (in bits per second):
C = Blog2(1+ SNR) (3.2)
Where B is the bandwidth of the signal (Hz). For more complex coloured noise the theory
still applies following frequency decomposition, treating each frequency component as a
separate gaussian noise.
If the SNR 6= 0 then C > 0, and the total mutual information, I between the cardiac
magnetic field and the digitised magnetometer time series, I = C ∗ t can be increased
by increasing the averaging time. In the rest of this chapter the mutual information is
between the cardiac magnetic field and the digitised MCG signals at various stages of
signal processing. We will discuss methods for maximising C, to capture maximum I
with minimal scan time.
In the case of cycle averaged MCG in an unshielded environment the important mea-
sure of scan time is the number of cardiac cycles acquired. The time available is depen-
dent on how long the subject is able to be scanned. We found that clinicians and patients
prefer a maximum duration of about 10 minutes. I have personally had scans of around
1 hour long that were quite uncomfortable because I was lying still with relaxed muscles,
reducing blood flow and eventually leading to numb limbs. It is possible to concatenate
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multiple scan periods together, therefore a longer total scan time can be achieved by hav-
ing breaks. This introduces a re-positioning error which in the current system would
reduce the SNR, but if the position was known precisely then multiple measurements
could be used to increase the spatial resolution. Though the total information captured
increases in proportion to the number of acquired heart beats, n. The final diagnostic
information captured after cycle averaging is proportional to
√
n. Therefore a 20 minute
scan (n ≈ 1200) captures only 30% more information than a 10 minute scan (n ≈ 600).
In general, the SNR is increased by amplifying only the signal and reducing the noise.
There are limits to the level of signal amplification since the inherent input noise of the
amplifer is amplified, along with the signal, in proportion with gain. Inherent device
noise is explored in chapter 2.
In general, the more information obtained about the noise, the more it can be sepa-
rated from the signal, by reduction of H(X|Y), see equation 1.2. This can be achieved
by an algorithmic process, a change to the device hardware or a change of the environ-
ment. For example, if there was a person swinging a magnet around their head next to
the device, we could observe them visually, then based on that knowledge we could ask
them to stop. In order to increase our knowledge of the noise we need tools to analyse
the noise structure. It can be analysed by its temporal, frequency and spatial properties.
A direct analysis of the time domain is useful for observing changes in the noise
power/intensity. Transient and periodic (pulsatile) signals can be observed directly. The
MCG device user interface included a real-time scrolling plot of the raw magnetometer
time series. This was useful for visually correlating events with the observed noise. We
learned a great deal about the vulnerability of the device to human origin noise; par-
ticularly the movement of ferromagnetic objects, quartz watches and subject movement
(especially when they touch the array). However, the frequency range of perceivable
events is limited by human perception and the scroll rate. Post analysis of the whole time
series was also useful. For example, the scanning room we used for the clinical trial at
LGI was next to a lift shaft. The passing of the lifts was too slow to perceive in real time,
but was clearly visible when viewing the MCG timeseries over a longer interval, as seen
figure 3.5.
3.2.1 Allan Variance
Allan variance (AV) was originally devised to measure the frequency stability of clocks
[63, 64]. But it has proven to be useful as a general tool for the study of unstable noise
sources, indicating the performance of signal averaging over long time periods. To com-
pute its Allan variance a time series is split into a set of chunks with width τ, the differ-
ence between the mean values of adjacent chunks is calculated, squared and averaged.
To map the Allan variance the averaging time τ is varied from a single sample width up




〈(y¯n+1 − y¯n)2〉 (3.3)
Allan Deviation is the square root of the Allan variance. σy(τ) =
√
σ2y (τ)
The slope of the Allan variance curve can be used to identify the noise colour (or
power spectrum). In figure 3.6 as the averaging time period is increased, the Allan vari-
ance decreases linearly with a slope that is typical of white noise. This linear trend reaches
a knee that indicates the transition from stable white noise to unstable noise. The Lab
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FIGURE 3.5: Time series of two 1 hour scans taken at LGI. Semi-periodic
transient noise spikes are visible, these are due to the passing of lifts in the
neighbouring lift shafts.
background Allan variance has the highest noise level but because the noise is stable for
longer the knee occurs later than the LGI scans. This indicates that for averaging times
greater than 100 seconds, the lab will have lower noise after averaging. The presence of a
2nd knee on the LGI - Standard position plot is due to the action of the lift shafts, which
occurred with a Poissonian distribution approximately every few seconds. I discovered
this knee during the clinical trial at LGI, which prompted us to change the position of the
device to the opposite side of the room (where the "Away from lifts" scan was taken).
The presence of coloured power spectral noise is clear in the plot comparing the Allan
variance with the medical bed isolated and powered; figure 3.1. The plot shows the
overlapping Allan deviation, which does not contain the artefacts from the interaction of
the 50Hz signal with the Allan variance windows. With the bed connected to the mains
the averaging time increases until an averaging time of nearly 1 second. This is due to
the 50Hz harmonics and other power-law noise present in the utility grid and amplified
by its proximity to the detector array.
In figure 3.13: The unshielded signal has a higher Allan variance, that is consistently
about two orders of magnitude higher than the shielded signals throughout the fre-
quency range. From 20ms (timeperiod of 50Hz waves) to 1 second, fringes appear where
the AV window width is a multiple of the 50Hz signal timeperiod. These fringes disap-
pear when 50Hz has been notched out, because the mean of a single cycle of a sinusoid
is zero. These fringes are not present in the shielded plot since the shielding is effective
at attenuating utility grid noise. The shielded signal has a much lower Allan variance,
approximately two orders of magnitude lower than the unshielded signals. The notched
unshielded AV is actually lower than the un-notched shielded at the highest frequencies
(above 1kHz approximately). This is because overall the notch is a low pass filter, whose
response can be seen in section 3.4.2.
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FIGURE 3.6: Comparison of environmental noise at the University lab and
LGI, and comparing measurements within the room at LGI; close to the
neighbouring lift shafts and in the center of the room (approx 3m away).
3.2.2 Frequency Analysis
A time series can be decomposed into its constituent frequencies using the Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) algorithm. The resulting frequency domain representation is composed
of sinusoids with particular frequencies, amplitudes and phases. Noise sources can be
identified in the frequency domain, particularly continuous wave narrow band oscilla-
tions such as the mains electricity grid. I used a FFT to determine the sensitivity of the
large coil magnetometers by measuring the power spectral density of the inherent sensor
noise, see figure 2.8.
Time-frequency analysis can be used to observe dynamic signals; the time series is
sliced into a set of overlapping windows and a FFT computed from each window. The
result is a waterfall plot or spectrogram. The frequency range and sensitivity to transients
are dependent on the window width. I have taken this principle of moving window
analysis and adapted it to observe the time-frequency dynamics of the spatial coherence
in figure 3.11, and to perform diagnostic mapping in section 4.3.3.
Wavelet Decomposition
A signal can be decomposed into arbitrary wavelet components, instead of periodic si-
nusoidal components. To compute this wavelet transform an array of wavelets are con-
volved with the signal; the array is composed of frequency shifted and relative phase
shifted variations of a fundamental wavelet. This fundamental wavelet is chosen to
match particular features in the signal.
I used a pair of wavelet transforms to find peak features in an MCG, see section 4.2.2
for the details.
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3.2.3 Spatial Coherence
Spatial coherence describes the statistical similarity of a field at two points in space. The
concept of coherence was originally conceived from observations of direct wave interfer-
ence (Young’s double-slit experiment). The degree of spatial coherence of two waves is
quantified by the cross-correlation function.
A 2D example can give an intuitive understanding of spatial coherence; visualise the
surface waves produced by a stone dropped into a lake, the wave fronts close to the
buoy have a high curvature, as the waves spread out their curvature decreases. The
movement of an array of floats placed close to the source will be uncorrelated (low degree
of coherence/incoherent). As the array is moved further away the movement of the floats
gradually becomes more correlated (high degree of coherence), see figure 3.16.
The inverse relationship between coherence and distance can be exploited to sepa-
rate the distance sources of background noise from local cardiac signals, using a tech-
nique akin to inverse ghost imaging. By subtracting the signals that are common-mode
to all detectors we can remove environmental noise and preserve the cardiac signals, see
section 3.4.3 for more detail on the coherent noise rejection (CNR). First, it is useful to
measure the spatial coherence.
In 1956 Hanbury Brown and Twiss discovered that the degree of coherence could be
quantified by correlating measurements of intensity fluctuations see equation 3.5; with-
out requiring full knowledge of the wave frequency, amplitude and phase [65]. They
used this to measure the spatial coherence of starlight from which they calculated the
angular size of the originating star, see figure 3.7. It would have been impractical to use
a direct photonic interferometer, due to the large variable baseline (10 to 188m) between
their detectors at the Narrabri Observatory [66].
For a pair of detectors with outputs:
Js = J0 + ∆Js (3.4)
Where J0 is the (potentially uncorrelated) signal offset and ∆Js is background intensity
noise. Spatial correlations in the noise can be characterized via the normalized correlation
coefficient:
g(2)(r1, r2, t) =
〈∆J1(r1, t)∆J2(r2, t)〉
(〈[∆J1(r1, t)]2〉)(〈[∆J2(r2, t)]2〉) (3.5)
Where the subscripts refer to detectors 1 and 2 separated by a distance d = |r2 − r1|.
In observation of both radio wave emissions from stars and the ambient noise de-
tected during an MCG scan, fluctuations in the detected signals arise because the incident
field on the detector is produced by a (relatively) statistically stationary chaotic/thermal
source field. Fluctuations are very rapid compared with the detector response times but
as the effective photon number n of the field will be very large for extremely low fre-
quency (ELF) electromagnetic waves, an integration over the detector response time pro-
duces a 1√n variance, which contributes to the background noise. However, for a field
with a high degree of spatial coherence, the random effects are correlated by thermal
field photon bunching.
Wang et al [67] considered an arrangement similar to Figure 3.7 with a spherical near-
field thermal source and calculated the observed correlation as a function of detector
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FIGURE 3.7: A Hanbury Brown and Twiss Intensity Interferometer records
correlations in radiowave emissions from stars (a far-field, thermal source)
between two spatially separated antennas. The mutual spatial coherence
of emissions at the antennta locations is proportional to the time averaged
correlator output. To determine the angular size of the source, the correla-
tion is measured as a function of antenna separation, d. The width of the
















Where Xs is the distance to the source, ws is the spatial cross-sectional width of the
source, and σs is the spatial coherence length of the source. For chaotic light, the con-










This is a gaussian distribution with a width proportional to the sources width/distance
ratio, the degree of spatial coherence. In MCG we detect a superposition of cardiac source
and background sources. The measured correlation g(2)(d), is an incoherent combination







+ βCL(d) ; α+ β = 1 (3.8)
Where the subscripts T, B and L refer to the total, background and local-source (cardiac)
correlations, respectively.
To measure the spatial coherence we can take multiple measurements of g(2)(d) at an
array of distances to map out the curve CT(d); The degree of coherence is quantified by




The distance was specified in millimeter units, therefore the coherence width is in units
of mm2. I measured the environmental spatial coherence at LGI with the MCG detector
array and found it to be highly coherent, with the signals more than 97% correlated across
the array; a mean coherence width of 2.8± 0.9× 106mm2. The resulting CT(d) is shown
in comparison with longer baseline measurements in figure 3.10.
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FIGURE 3.8: Comparison of HBT correlations. The raw background sig-
nals were all highly coherent. The MCG scans were slightly above the co-
herence detection limit of the array, and therefore become anti-correlated
within a single sensor spacing.
FIGURE 3.9: Schematic of experimental setup for long baseline measure-
ment of spatial coherence. A hydraulically compressed concrete block
rested upon a closed cell foam mat for vibration isolation, forming the test
stand. The sensors were spaced in one of two configurations as shown
(Lin, a=7).
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FIGURE 3.10: Comparison of HBT correlations. The teststand experiments
were performed with two spacing distributions, one linear with 336mm
separation (lin) and the other (a=7) spaced over a geometrical sequence
(ar(n−1); r=2, a=70mm). These multiple hour measurements were subdi-
vided into 10 minute slices, the slice mean and SEM are shown. The MCG
background shows the environmental coherence measurred by the device
array. The MCG signal is the incoherent remainder after digital signal pro-
cessing.
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The minimum detectable coherence is defined by zero correlation between neighbour-
ing sensors, which is determined by the minimum sensor spacing of 72mm. The coher-
ence of the cardiac signals (signal processed MCG) was computed, and found to be on the
limit of detectable coherence. Their mean correlation at one sensor spacing was 0.3 and
became negative within two sensor spacings, see figure 3.8. The cardiac signal coherence
is slightly above the detection limit because the curvature of the cardiac dipole is shorter
than the width of the bucket baseline (the array width).
To measure the spatial coherence over a longer baseline I built a dedicated detec-
tor array apparatus, see figure 3.9. Six magnetometers (7cm ICM) were arranged on a
compressed concrete block that sat on a foam mat for vibration isolation. The sensor
pre-amplifiers were powered using batteries. The signals were recorded with a Labjack
T7-Pro ADC at 24bit, 1kHz. I recorded the background environment over several one
hour measurements, with the ICM arranged in either, a linear spacing (uniform magne-
tometer distribution) or a geometric sequence (ar(n−1); r = 2; a = 7cm) provided a test of
proximity effects.
Both setups exhibited a higher spatial coherence than observed with the MCG device
array, see figure 3.10. The linear distribution had the highest coherence width of 4.9±
0.9× 107mm2, 15× more coherent than the MCG background. A kink is visible in the
initial part of the geometric sequence curve, which is likely due to proximity effects;
decoherence caused by either flux linkage between the cores, scattering of EM waves by
the conductive mass of the sensors, it could also be due to cross-talk from the amplifier
output or power supply noise.
A coherence spectrogram was computed by segmentation and frequency decomposi-
tion of the sensor time-series followed by application of coherence analysis to the time/freq
components, see figure(3.11). The coherence spectrogram shows the dominant source of
coherent noise at 50Hz (and its harmonics), originating from mains power infrastructure.
Some broadband pulses are visible. In general the coherence decreases with frequency;
this frequency gradient remains even if the raw data used in each time/frequency bin
is individually normalised, hence the gradient is not due to the frequency response of
the induction coil magnetometers. The attenuation spectrogram shows the attenuation
achieved by the coherent noise rejection algorithm, which is explained in section 3.4. A
visual comparison with the attenuation spectrogram shows that these spectrograms are
highly correlated down to the fine-grained level, suggesting that increasing background
spatial coherence allows a greater SNR to be achieved.
3.3 Methods for Environmental Noise Rejection
The attenuation of the coherent noise rejection (CNR) algorithm, which is detailed in the
next section 3.4, is dependent on the spatial coherence of the environmental noise. To
determine the precise relationship I calculated the background spatial coherence width
(by fitting a gaussian) of each scan in the clinical trial, and also measured the CNR at-
tenuation. Plotting these together in figure 3.8 reveals a nearly direct linear relationship
between environmental coherence and attenuation, of 9dB per order of magnitude in-
crease in spatial coherence.
The observed spatial coherence of a chaotic noise source is proportional to its angu-
lar size, which is due to the structure and positioning of the source. The device itself
can be the least coherent noise source, either through electromagnetic interference or by
decoherence of the ambient noise field. Decoherence occurs from scattering of photons
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FIGURE 3.11: Comparison of a) Coherence and b) Attenuation (dB) spec-
trograms: A clear correlation is visible between the spectrograms at a fine-
grained level. The maximum coherence and attenuation is seen in the 50Hz
band and its harmonics. In general the coherence decreases with increas-
ing frequency. Some broadband sources are present; such as the pulse at
140s.
FIGURE 3.12: The CNR attenuation and coherence width of each scan in
the clinical trial. A strong positive correlation between coherence width
and attenuation. Cycle averaging removes both coherent and incoherent
noise, spreading the coherence width; over the dataset we see a reduction
in coherence after averaging, though in a small number of scans (15%) the
coherence increased. The MCG plot shows the coherence of the signals be-
fore the final lowpass filter stage with the attenuation of the lowpass filter.
As expected, there is no correlation between lowpass filter performance
and coherence.
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from the conductive material of the detector array and inductive coupling between the
permeable cores; This inductive coupling was simulated in COMSOL, as seen in figure
2.17. The structure of the detector array material imposes structure on the reflected field.
In certain situations the coherence of a scattered signal can be locally increased due to fo-
cusing effects, but for a thermal/chaotic field the reflected field is generally less coherent
than the ambient. The clinical electromagnetic environment is largely chaotic, certainly
from the perspective of a limited planar sensor array. Devices with a higher spatial mea-
surement complexity such as MEG helmet arrays are able to capture more spatial infor-
mation about the noise field. This allows them to employ signal space separation (SSS)
algorithms that estimate the spatial origin of signal components. The complexity of the
environment is still much higher than the array capability. Typically only a binary sepa-
ration is performed, to differentiate between signals originating within or outside of the
helmet array. SSS algorithms have been shown to work with planar arrays [68], though
they performs best with curved arrays.
To minimise decoherence there should be no conductive material in the proximity of
the measurement area. The ICM themselves are an unavoidable source of decoherence
since they are composed of copper and iron. In any case the detector array and support-
ing structure should be composed of plastic or non-conductive composite material such
as glass fiber (carbon fiber should be avoided since it is conductive). To prevent acoustic
noise the magnetometers must be stiffly coupled, and the whole detector array must be
isolated from vibration travelling through the floor. A high inertia is ideal, however this
reduces portability. The structure of the bed that supports the scan subject has been a
large source of acoustic noise, transducing the movement of the patient inducing ballis-
tocardiographic signals. To remove this acoustic noise it should be manufactured from a
non-ferrous material. It should also ideally be non-conductive to decrease decoherence.
The enclosure containing the device electronics is an unavoidable source of noise due
to the switching components required for digital signal handling. The enclosure should
be separated from the detector array. The optimal separation is difficult to determine.
The greater the separation the longer the analogue signal pathway, which leads to noise
pickup dependent on the intensity of the nose field. The amplified analogue signals are
less prone to noise pickup. It is probably optimal to position them at some middle point
between the enclosure and the array.
The optimal positioning of the measurement region within a given room is depen-
dent on nearby noise sources. In LGI where we performed the first clinical trial, the room
was next to a set of lift shafts. The difference between the sides of the room adjacent and
opposite to the lifts had a detrimental effect on averaging time as measured by Allan vari-
ance, of approximately 10x. Before using a room for clinical MCG a room survey should
be performed. Multiple magnetometer arrays could be placed in the room, perhaps one
per corner and one in the centre. The magnetometer signals would be recorded over the
period of a week, in order to capture the full temporal variability. Noise analysis on these
signals would reveal the suitability of the room and optimal position within the room.
Given the costly alternative of installing MSR there is a potential incentive to drasti-
cally modify hospital architecture to create rooms that have improved spatial coherence,
which can be dedicated to biomagnetic field mapping. Potential architectural changes
include:
• Building the hospital from wooden structural components such as CLT, which is a
material rising in popularity for large (18+ stories) buildings [69]. Removing the
steel rebar mesh that permeates typical steel-concrete buildings.
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• Location on upper levels away from traffic. Also away from high power machinery
such as MRI or power distribution centres.
• Cable routing should be optimised such that the cable network has a minimal
width/distance ratio. Twisted pair cabling and shielded cabling should be used
wherever possible.
Twisted pair conductors should be used for all power delivery in the vicinity. Since
they offer a reduction in emitted power that is proportional to the ratio of helix pitch
to conductor separation. Compared to untwisted parallel conductors the emitted power
can be 3-100x less [52, 53, 70]. The mains electricity wiring within the room and its neigh-
bours should use twisted pair cables. One study by VIRGO (the gravitational wave de-
tection experiment) assessed the impact of twisted mains cables on magnetic field noise,
in particular transients carried on the mains network, and found a≈ 10x reduction in the
induced magnetic field amplitude over a range of distances from the wire (5cm to 2m)
[71].
The maximum spatial coherence in a clinical environment could be sufficient to rival
the performance of magnetically shielded rooms (40-90dB shielding factor). An increase
in coherence of 102 would increase CNR by 18dB to 38dB, which would rival the low
end shielded rooms. Experimentation or modelling is required to determine the practical
limit of spatial coherence within a clinical environment.
3.3.1 Magnetically Shielded Rooms
Magnetically shielded rooms (MSR) have multiple layered walls consisting of conductive
material for shielding electric fields and high permeability material such as mu-metal
(a Nickel-Iron soft feromagnetic alloy) for magnetic field screening. They are typically
used to reach noise levels suitable for the real-time measurement of biomagnetic signals
with minimal signal processing, on the order of ≈ 10fT. The performance of a MSR is
usually specified by the shielding factor, which is the ratio of external ambient field to
the resulting attenuated internal field. However, their performance is not constant over
frequency. Typically passive shielding performs best with higher frequencies. Lower
frequencies are more difficult to shield against due to skin depth effects. Often active
shielding is employed to tackle low frequency noise. Active shields consist of large room
scale coils and capacitors that are driven to cancel out the incident field. Whilst effective
for certain applications, they also introduce their own thermal noise.
Small scale shields have been developed to enclose the minimum volume required
for a person and the measurement apparatus [46]. These shields should be drastically
cheaper than room scale solutions, due to volumetric scaling. They can also be semi-
portable, allowing retrofitting into an existing hospital. The coherence of the residual
noise within the enclosure will be low due to the proximity of the walls, drastically reduc-
ing the performance of CNR. Therefore the shielding factor must be sufficient to achieve
a good final SNR without CNR.
We tested a prototype 4 sensor array of 7cm ICM in the MSR at York Neuro-Imaging
Centre. The detector array was placed inside the room, with the signal and analogue
power cables passing through a small screened hole in the wall to the instrumentation
outside. The MSR had a very low noise floor as it was typically used for MEG measure-
ments. This allowed us to observe MCG signals in real-time, providing validation that
our ICM had sufficient sensitivity. I later used the background recordings from YNIC to
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FIGURE 3.13: Allan variance comparison of YNIC Shielded environment
and University lab
measure the inherent noise of the 7cm ICM and combined with a measure of its frequency
response, measure its spectral sensitivity, see figure 2.8.
I found the signals recorded within the YNIC MSR to be spatially incoherent. How-
ever, this was because the inherent sensor noise was greater than the ambient YNIC field.
Allan variance analysis found the noise field to be almost gaussian, with no 50Hz mains
noise present. A knee occurs at approximately 20 seconds, which could be representative
of an instability in the pre-amplifiers.
3.3.2 Procedural Techniques
There are several actions that can be performed whilst operating the device that can im-
prove the quality of the scan data.
• The subject should remove all metal items from their person, such as jewellery,
watches and bras that contain an underwire.
• The subject should be briefed to relax all muscles and avoid moving and talking. It
can be difficult for some people to effect this due to pain or distraction, so a guided
somatic meditation could be used.
• The device operators and other people in the vicinity should avoid movement, es-
pecially of ferromagnetic objects and electronic devices as far away from the mea-
surement region as possible.
It is common for medical beds to have an electrically operated height adjustment. The
beds we used in our lab and for the clinical trial were both electric. We observed high
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amplitude noise in the real time MCG signals when the bed was turned on. During a scan
we needed to electrically isolate it by switching it off at the wall after height adjustment
was performed, before the scan began, else it conducted mains noise.
3.4 Digital Signal Processing
The discretised and quantised signals are synchronously recorded by the computer, en-
coding the magnetometer voltages in time series of digital values, as covered in section
2.3.2. When operating in an unshielded environment these time series contain many or-
ders of magnitude of environmental noise from a diverse range of sources. To remove
this noise we have developed a digital signal processing (DSP) routine, a basic flowchart
of this routine is given in figure 1.9. This DSP routine provided an average of 68.4± 3.9
dB of noise rejection when applied to the clinical trial dataset.
The noise present during the trial was estimated by comparing the ratio of variances
between the captured raw signals (noise) and final stage output of the digital signal pro-
cessing (DSP); the MCG signal with some noise remainder. A slice containing just the
QRS region was used to represent the signal. The DSP stages were applied in the order
stated and shown in figure 1.9. The mean SNR was approximately −69.3± 3.9 dB. Av-
eraging (approximately 600 cardiac cycles) & low pass filtering provided 50.5± 2.2 dB
of attenuation. Then coherence noise rejection provided 16.7± 1.6dB of attenuation. A
final low pass filter provided a further 1.21± 0.7 dB of attenuation. The final SNR was
estimated by summing the attenuations; SNRQRS = 0.93± 4.43dB.
Digital signal processing has several advantages over analogue electronic filtering.
Digital filters are available with zero phase distortion (FIR filter) such as the moving
boxcar window average filter we used for low pass filtering. In contrast, electronic filters
cause phase distortion and the electronic components used have their own noise that
is superimposed on the signal. Another benefit of DSP is the ability to experiment with
many routines. With electronic filtering, the routine is hard coded and cannot be changed
without repeating the recording.
The effect of each DSP step is shown in figure 3.14, I have found that the end result is
independent on the order of applying each step, however the compuational requirements
of the remaining stages are reduced by cycle averaging first. There are four algorithms
used in the standard DSP routine that are combined to create a MCG;
• Cardiac Cycle Averging (CAVG) –[Temporal Filter]
• Coherent Noise Rejection (CNR) –[Spatial Filter]
• Low Pass Filtering –[Frequency filter]
• Interpolation –[Spatial-Frequency filter]
The notch filter primarily acts to attenuate the utility grid signal but is also applied a sec-
ond time as a final smoothing step to attenuate high frequency jitter. The coherent noise
rejection algorithm removes common mode components, which originate from sources
distant from the detector array. Cardiac cycle averaging attenuates any noise that is not
synchronous with the heart beat. The cardiac cycle average is then normalised by sub-
tracting the mean signal, which removes any DC offset.
The smallest digitisation level is 18nV, which is equivalent to 5.2fT at 10Hz. The mag-
netometers inherent noise is 104fT at 10Hz, which is 20 digitisation steps. In theory we
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FIGURE 3.14: MCG signals from shielded and unshielded environments
in sequential stages of the digital signal processing routine, with syn-
chronously recorded ECG signals. The final unshielded signal i, still has
a noise remainder, however the QRS region is well defined.
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could use an ADC with 4bits less resolution and still be without effecting the measure-
ment capability. Or to approach the problem from the opposite end; If we assume that
the peak of QRS is ≈ 50pT, then with the current 24bit system we are encoding the MCG
signals with 13bits. This is more than sufficient to capture the detailed curvature. We
could probably manage with around 8 bits of encoding, which would require 5bits less
for a total of 19bits (for the an ADC of the same dynamic range). So in theory a 19bit or
20bit ADC should be sufficient, perhaps less with stochastic resonance effects[72–74].
3.4.1 Cardiac-Cycle Averaging
The cardiac cycle average is a single cardiac cycle obtained by constructively interfering
multiple heart beats. This process acts as a temporal filter, attenuating components that
are not synchronous with the heart beat. The ECG r-wave is used as a fiducial to create
n slices of MCG time series, Sit. A slice of {−300 < t < 500ms} about the fiducial is
sufficient to capture the whole cardiac cycle. The single cycle average X, is obtained by











A 10 minute measurement will contain approximately n = 600 heart beats, reduc-
ing the random noise amplitude by 1√n , by about 24×. However, the noise is not purely
random, some noise components are periodic and will constructively interfere in the av-
erage. The mean attenuation performance over the LGI trial was 20×. The best per-
formance occurs when there is a high heart rate variability, leading to an irregular beat
cycle, which is not co-periodic with regular, clock-like sources. There are sources that are
always synchronous with the heart beat, such as the ballistocardiographic signals trans-
duced by the metal medical bed. It is common for our heart beats to synchronise with
music; therefore it is advisable to avoid listening regular tempo beats during a measure-
ment.
Our use of CAVG makes the assumption that all heart beats are identical, which is
not necessarily true. Most people have a positive heart rate variability (HRV), which can
cause the form of the cardiac cycle to change. Since the duration of the cardiac cycle
shortens with tachycardia (high heart rate > 100bpm); by compression of the P-R and S-T
intervals. A stress MCG would entail increasing the subjects heart rate before they lie
supine for a scan, where their heart rate will gradually decrease. It is not valid to average
high HR beats with resting state beats. We performed a preliminary test of Stress-MCG
at LGI and noticed a severe change in dipole angle >60°, which slowly decayed to normal
angle with the heart beat. This is corroborated by Hanninen’s study [75, 76]. There are
also transient cardiac events such as ectopic beats and other arrhythmias.
A synchronous ECG recording is required for CA. In section 2.3.2 I discussed the
importance of capturing a full ECG time series, and not only a gate signal, in order to
obtain maximum fiducial accuracy and so preserve the high frequency cardiac signals in
the CA. It would also be useful to perform an ECG analysis to categorise the heart beats.
Categories could be separately CA or rejected.
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FIGURE 3.15: Frequency response of the moving average filter using a box-
car window of width 20ms (blue) and 40ms (green). The 20ms window
attenuates the 50Hz utility grid noise by 60dB.
3.4.2 Lowpass Filtering
The lowpass filter primarily acts to attenuate the utility grid signal but it is also applied as
a final smoothing step to attenuate high frequency noise. The filter is formed by a rolling
window convolution of a boxcar window with the time series. The width of the window
is equal to the time period of the utility grid; since the mean of a single cycle sinusoid is
zero, the utility grid noise is nearly perfectly attenuated. The efficacy of the filter relies on
the window width being an integer multiple of the sampling period; The optimal sample
rate is 2.4kS/s since this is divisible by both 50/60Hz, which gives a window width of
48 samples. The frequency response of the filter can be seen in figure 3.15. The lowpass
filter function written in Python:
def movingaverage(signal, window_size=48):
window = np.ones(int(window_size))/float(window_size)
return np.convolve(signal, window, 'same')
This filter is applied twice to sufficiently attenuate the high frequency noise. For
smoothing purposes the window shape could be modified; Gaussian windows are com-
mon. Though the boxcar window works sufficiently well and is faster to compute.
The output of the filter often contains distorted edges where the convolution overlaps
the time series boundary. These outermost regions of the time series (within one window
width of the edges) must be trimmed or set equal to the mean; to account for this the
width of the cycle average can be extended.
3.4.3 Coherent Noise Rejection
To remove spatially coherent noise we use an inverse ghost imaging approach. A refer-
ence sensor records the noise field in the measurement region but does not record cardiac
signals. Subtraction of the reference signal will remove the correlated noise, leaving the
uncorrelated components.
Axial gradiometers achieve this by having a reference sensor placed at a greater ra-
dial distance from the heart, since the amplitude of the cardiac dipole reduces with 1/r3
the relative portion of cardiac signal in the reference is small. The performance of this
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FIGURE 3.16: Illustration Comparing the spatial coherence of distant and
local sources as observed by a detector array. The summing (mean) of the
signals to produce the bucket is performed after digitisation. The anti-
correlations are computed by subtracting the bucket signal as in equation
3.11
method is dependent on having well matched magnetometers. We avoided use of axial
gradiometers because it is difficult to manufacture ICM with identical responses. The
inherent noise of the gradiometer is double the magnetometer noise (assuming identical
magnetometers), since the inherent noise adds during subtraction.
Our approach was to create a virtual reference sensor composed of the mean value
of all sensors in the array, called the synthetic bucket signal. The inherent noise of the
bucket is reduced by spatial averaging of the n sensors by a factor of 1√n . The bucket
signal contains minimal cardiac signal; since the cardiac field is a dipole, it spatially in-
tegrates to zero over the measurement region (assuming symmetric intersection of the
array with both poles). The algorithm is illustrated in figure 3.16. Recalling equation
3.4, the uncorrelated signal offset J0 that contains the cardiac signals is approximately
obtained by subtraction of the bucket signal:





The uncorrelated signal offset contains a factor of 1√n of the inherent sensor noise.
3.4.4 Interpolation
Radial Basis Function Interpolation is used to create a high resolution magnetic field
map from a smaller set of spatially separated samples, by fitting a smoothly varying
surface between the original samples [77, 78]. To achieve this the algorithm assumes
that the field does not contain information of a higher spatial frequency than the array
spacing frequency. This is effectively a low-pass spatial frequency filter, excluding high
frequency components above the original spatial Nyquist frequency. There are several
algorithms available. A basic linear algorithm interpolated with linear gradients between
the samples, which is suitable for certain 1D applications. But it creates a faceted surface
in 2D which is not a realistic physical magnetic field; since the transitions between the
facets have infinite curvature. A cubic interpolation produces a smoothly varying field
that is more realistic.
My python implementation took the sensor values with their x, y coordinates and
used the Rbf function from scipy.interpolate to interpolate them onto a numpy meshgrid.
The extent and resolution of the meshgrid were set to give a 92x64 grid of 4mm spaced
pixels.
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from scipy.interpolate import Rbf
def interpolateSensors(x, y, z):
"""Interpolates a scatter of sensor values, z with coords x, y.
Returns interpolated Map as a tuple; xi, yi, zi
"""
xi = np.arange(mcg.xmin, mcg.xmax, mcg.gridspacing)
yi = np.arange(mcg.ymin, mcg.ymax, mcg.gridspacing)
xi, yi = np.meshgrid(xi, yi)
rbf = Rbf(x, y, z, function='cubic')
zi = rbf(xi, yi)
return xi, yi, zi
Extrapolation occurs when the interpolation algorithm is used to generate points out-
side of the minimum bounding box formed by the outermost magnetometers. Gradients
at the boundary are continued without bound. Especially when using a cubic interpola-
tion, which can form convex features outside the bounding box. It is not appropriate to
extrapolate ad infinitum, but it is also not representative to draw a bounding box between
the centres of the perimeter sensors, since the effective area of those sensors extends fur-
ther out. As a compromise a virtual set of sensors is created surrounding the array. Their
magnitudes are set to the mean value of the sensor array. In this way the extrapolation is
curtailed with the least assumption.
Boundary Constraints
The first boundary I implemented was a rectilinear arrangement of 8 sensors, see figure
3.17. Whilst this was better than having no boundary, it was sub optimal; because its
density was not high enough it caused distortion and the radial distance of the boundary
was too high, allowing too much extrapolation. I later developed an improved bound-
ary, see figure 3.17. The virtual sensors were arranged on the same lattice as the actual
magnetometers which reduced distortion. Also a double layer of sensors was employed
to provide a ring of flat gradient, which curtails extrapolation of inner gradients. A third
layer could be employed to prevent curvature (2nd order gradient) from being transmit-
ted, but this does not seem necessary.
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FIGURE 3.17: Elementwise comparison of the original boundary (top two
rows) used to prevent extrapolation with the optimised version (bottom
two rows.
3.4.5 Integration
ICM magnetometers record the time derivative of the magnetic field dB(t)/dt. SQUID
magnetometers measure the magnetic field time series B(t). The magnetometer signals
can be integrated to yield B(t). This would be useful for comparing MCG temporal dy-
namics recorded by our device with other MCG devices, it would also allow use of the
same diagnostic algorithms.
Integration acts as a low-pass filter. However, there is little low frequency informa-
tion recorded, because ICM’s have a linear frequency response starting at zero for static
magnetic fields and increasing until their resonant frequency (LC - Due to parasitic ca-
pacitance). Also a DC offset control loop exists in the pre-amplifier circuit to prevent
baseline wander. This acts as a high-pass filter with a cut-off of 1.6Hz. Furthermore, the
signals contain electronic flicker noise, which dominates at low frequencies since its in-
tensity varies inversely with frequency 1/ f . Hence integration of ICM signals results in a
signal dominated by low frequency noise; baseline wander, figure 3.18 shows the highest
quality integrated signals I was able to obtain from within the MSR at YNIC.
I think that it is better not to integrate. The derivative contains the same information,
but shifted in phase and frequency. I directly observed this shift in diagnostic infor-
mation, see section 4.3.3. Performing diagnostics in the derivative has the advantage of
greater sensitivity to peak activity. Since a maximum in the integral becomes a zero cross-
ing in the derivative, and zerocrossings are higher definition features; low sensitivity to
noise.
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FIGURE 3.18: Signals recorded by the 7cm ICM array within the YNIC
MSR. The MCG traces are shown in blue, the integrated signals in red and
the ECG is shown in green.
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3.4.6 Exploration of Supplementary Denoising Algorithms
I have investigated a several other signal filtering algorithms including an adaptive bucket
subtraction that I conceived of, Empirical Mode Decomposition[79] and Reference de-
noising [80]. None of the methods I explored significantly improved SNR accept for
reference denoising. However, it caused significant distortion to the MCG. I concluded
that it was not productive to explore these methods further at this development stage due
to the risk of synthesising signal from noise. In order to develop supplementary meth-
ods further it is essential to assess them using fidelity; This could be achieved using the
phantom to produce a known signal that can be detected at high amplitude (high SNR)
and at a similar magnitude to the cardiac field.
Adaptive Bucket Subtraction
The purpose of the bucket detector is to capture the coherent background. I was inspired
to improve its performance by the fine grained, transient variations in spatial coherence
that were uncovered by time-frequency analysis (see figure 3.11). Another inspiration
was gradient subtraction; by having separate weights for each sensor in the array during
summation of the bucket signal, gradients in the background can be mapped. I hypoth-
esised that by optimising the weights such that the spatial coherence is maximised, the
bucket detector should be improved. I implemented this adaptive bucket subtraction al-
gorithm, on a cardiac cycle basis. Each cardiac cycle in the scan had its spatial coherence
optimised using an Adam Optimiser.
The result was a small increase in ELF and high frequency noise rejection, but a small
but broadband decrease in noise rejection in the mid-spectrum. Perhaps the result would
be better if the weight optimisation was performed on smaller windows, or on overlap-
ping windows. However, that would increase the computation time, which was already
on the order of a day to compute for the trial dataset.
Signal Space Separation
Signal space separation (SSS) is usually applied to MEG helmet array data in order to
separate the signals from within the subjects head from those outside. The algorithm fits
a set of spherical harmonic expansions to the data. One set from within the helmet, the
other from outside. The curved geometry of the helmet array is suited to this. However,
Sekihara recently showed that it is possible to apply SSS to planar arrays, provided care-
ful choice of the separation boundary position [68]. This method could be applied to our
devices MCG signals, and might result in an improvement over the standard coherent
noise rejection algorithm.
3.5 Conclusion
A suite of noise analysis techniques were employed to understand the noise environ-
ment. This informed the development of digital signal processing routines for removal
of different noise types, and allowed particular noise sources to be detected and com-
bated. The ability to perform filtering and analysis in the digital realm, as opposed to
analogue hardware filtering, increased the iterative development rate since testing of
routines could be performed repeatedly and separate to measurement. The digital signal
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processing routine that we developed was able to separate magnetocardiographic sig-
nals from the environmental noise present in a clinical environment. The clinical trial
achieved a final SNR of SNRQRS = 0.93± 4.43dB. The key to achieving this without us-
ing a magnetically shielded room or gradiometry (which halves the sensitivity of each
element in the MFM array) was the creation of an alternative spatial filter that provides
coherent noise rejection.
The coherent noise rejection algorithm has an excellent attenuation of background
noise, providing an average of 1.21± 0.7 dB of attenuation during the 6060 trial, where
the average environmental spatial coherence was 2.8± 0.9× 106mm2. The CNR perfor-
mance was found to increase by 9dB per order of magnitude increase in spatial coherence.
The required level of coherence could be specified by the coherence width (mm2), which
would allow it to be regulated. The attenuation performance could be increased to rival
MSR provided a sufficiently spatial coherent environment. To achieve this, the mains
wiring distribution could adopt use of twisted pair conductors and be used sparingly
or isolated from the biomagnetic measurement locale. Also other devices could be iso-
lated from the environment or required to have minimal decoherence properties. The
practical limits to spatial coherence within a working hospital are unknown. It would be
interesting to conduct a complete spatial coherence survey of a hospital in order to iden-
tify potential areas for improvement. A useful approximation could be achieved using a
simulation based on architectural plans.
Biomagnetic devices themselves can be optimised to reduce their decoherence effect.
I observed a decoherence effect in the ICM sensors, detectable via an extra reduction in
HBT correlation as the ICM were brought into proximity. This could be improved by re-
moving the permeable cores to reduce inductive coupling, removing the pre-amplifiers.
However, the decoherence from the copper windings is unavoidable. All-optical sen-
sors could achieve a lower decoherence, however optical sensors typically rely on a con-
trol field induced by an active coil, that will cause decoherence. In general the material
composing the detector array and surrounding it should ideally be non conductive (and
non-ferromagnetic).
An adapted Allan variance analysis was used to observe the long term stability of
environmental noise, it proved useful for predicting the expected cycle averaging per-
formance over a scan and detecting particular noise sources such as the ELF intermittent
noise from the passing lift shafts in LGI. The frequency domain was evaluated using FFT
and wavelet decomposition techniques. The spatial coherence of the noise was evaluated
using HBT correlations.
The diverse array of electromagnetic noise sources present in the clinical environment
includes other medical devices. Though medical devices must conform to electromag-
netic compatibility standards to ensure they do not interfere adversely with other de-
vices, these standards do not regulate the low frequency range occupied by biomagnetic
signals (< 1kHz). This results in a hostile and unpredictable environment, which re-
quires robust noise rejection techniques to operate within. In the future, new regulations
controlling spatial coherence and low frequency emission could foster the widespread





This chapter covers the extraction of diagnostic information from MCG using binary
classifiers. A range of classification techniques are employed, from traditional statisti-
cal learning approaches to recently developed machine learning techniques. Excellent
diagnostic performance is found in the clinical trial data, especially when using convo-
lutional neural networks. I developed a diagnostic information mapping technique that
reveals the average concentration of diagnostic information within an MCG dataset, this
was useful for validating the learning process and could inform future device optimi-
sations. The support vector classifier was developed in collaboration with my student
Dan Wilson. The convolutional neural network was developed in collaboration with my
student Mike Smith.
4.1 Introduction
The primary goal of this research has been to extract diagnostic information from the
magnetic field of the heart, in order to determine the presence of heart disease. I have lim-
ited the detection to a binary classification of heart disease (the determination of whether
a heart is healthy or unhealthy), rather than a more nuanced multi-class classification.
Because binary classification provides an overall measure of diagnostic performance and
is suited to the devices primary application in triage of chest pain.
In general a binary classifier is a function that produces a single bit output from a
number of inputs. These inputs form a multi-dimensional space, which the function di-
vides into two regions, each belonging to a possible output state. The boundary between
these two regions is called the decision boundary. The performance of a classifier func-
tion is dependent on its ability to describe a representative decision boundary. There
are two broad approaches to creating this decision function, statistical modelling and
machine learning. In general the machine learning techniques are able to model higher
complexity decision boundaries. This is excellent for capturing complex relationships be-
tween the input variables. However, to achieve a good general performance (the ability
to predict unseen data), this boundary must not over-fit the training data. Over-fitting
occurs when the boundary is over complex and represents the noise in the training data,
see figure 4.1. It is easy to produce a classifier that can predict with 100% accuracy the
class of its training set, yet perform randomly on unseen data. Some techniques exist that
can be applied during training of machine learned classifiers to reduce over-fitting. The
principal technique is to reduce the dimensionality of the input data.
The first step in creating a diagnostic is to simplify the input data, by reducing its
dimensionality (the number of dimensions). This is due to Hughes’ phenomenon, which
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FIGURE 4.1: Example of decision boundary in the case of over-fitting
(green line) and a good general representation (black line) [81].
states that as the dimensionality of a pattern classifier increases above the sufficient min-
imum, its predictive power decreases [82]. Each MCG in the 6060 clinical trial con-
sists of 2000samples × 15sensors = 30000 individual measurements each of which is a sep-
arate dimension. These are interpolated to produce a magnetic field map time series:
2000samples × 92× 87 = 16× 106. The dimensionality can be reduced spatially and tem-
porally. The spatial resolution of the interpolated MFM is much higher than required
to describe the observed dipole features and therefore can immediately be reduced to
17× 19, giving 6.5× 105 dimensions. This dimensionality is suitable for machine learn-
ing techniques, but still to high for statistical modelling techniques. When training the
support vector classifier we found better performance by sub-sampling the time series
data every x samples, where x is the with of the moving average filter window; this re-
sulted in a time series of 50× 15 = 750;
For statistical modelling we must perform manual feature engineering; extracting a
set of single valued parameters that capture the important diagnostic information. These
parameters are also useful outside of the diagnostic process, as they can be related to bio-
logical knowledge for a wider understanding of disease physiology. This understanding
can then feedback into the device design to improve measurement performance. There
have been previous attempts to parameterise MCG, which we can borrow and expand
upon.
4.2 Parameter Engineering
The aim of parameter engineering is to obtain a compressed representation of MCG that
captures the diagnostic information with minimal dimensionality. This representation
consists of a set of parameters that can be computed from an MCG timeseries, which can
then be used in a statistical learning to produce a diagnostic classifier. Furthermore, by
using previously created parameters we could compare the output of our device with
other MCG devices. Shima Ghasemi-Roudsari performed a thorough literature review
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FIGURE 4.2: Match templates imallx and imally on the left and right. The
purple regions are -1, the yellow +1.
to find parameters used by other groups[41, 83, 84]. I created algorithms to extract those
parameters, and some novel ones, from our data and together we applied them via an
analysis workstation program that I wrote. Shima provides a detailed analysis of this
process and our results in her thesis [41]. To assist in parameter extraction the worksta-
tion contained a number of automated extraction routines to extract standard temporal
and spatial features.
Extracting parameters requires algorithms, some are simple to implement, other pa-
rameters involving dynamic features are more difficult to acquire; since they require the
identification of features within the cardiac cycle. For example the interval between R-T
peaks varies from person to person, therefore the peaks must be found and identified.
Using human pattern recognition is one option for dealing with this, however, compared
to computers humans have limited throughput rate, produce variable output and are
error prone.
In the end we used a composite method, using a human interface to validate and
adjust the automated methods. The automated temporal feature detection algorithm is
detailed in section 4.2.2. A typical healthy MFM is a dipolar field, though in certain ab-
normalities a quadrupole field can be observed. Spatial feature extraction was achieved
by treating the MFM as a basic dipole field, entirely described by the 2D locations of its
poles; or equivalently the center position, pole separation distance and relative pole an-
gle. The dipole center position relative to the heart geometry can only be approximately
known due to the MCG array positioning method. Likewise, the absolute pole separa-
tion is dependent on the normal distance between the array and heart. The relative dipole
angle is known to a comparatively low uncertainty and is an important, established di-
agnostic parameter.
4.2.1 Dipole Angle Measurement
The standard method for measuring the dipole angle is to find the peaks of the positive
and negative poles using a peak finding algorithm, the dipole angle is the angle of the
vector between those peaks. This technique suffers from a macroscale Barkhausen noise
[85]. Since the flux is captured unequally by the discrete number of cores in the array,
as seen in the flux modelling results, figure 2.17. Also the effect is not removed and
potentially amplified by the non-linear interpolation algorithm.
The dipole angle measurement can be improved by using the total area of each pole
in the calculation of the dipole vector. To achieve this a pair of feature masks, imallx and
imally are convolved with the MFM and the maximum convolution of each is recorded,
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FIGURE 4.3: Comparison of dipole angle measured using pole peak to
peak (P2P) and the correlation method (corrts). The time axis shows time
relative to R peak. The corrts method is smoother, does not exhibit dis-
crete steps, and captures a rotation through 180◦ that is missed by the P2P
method at -50ms.
see figure 4.2. The imallx mask is translated from left to right and the imally mask from
top to bottom. The position at which the convolution is maximumised is the centre of the
dipole. The relative value of these maximum convolutions (x,y) determines the dipole
angle, which is calculated using 180arctan2(y, x)/pi. Applying this to every MFM in the
cardiac cycle produces a dipole angle time series (CorrTS), see figure 4.3. Comparing the
P2P and CorrTS approaches, the CorrTS is much smoother and does not exhibit discrete
steps like the P2P (barkhausen style noise). The CorrTS also captures a rotation through
180◦ that is missed by the P2P method.
This corrts could be used to extract dipole angle parameters (including dynamic pa-
rameters) as an alternative to pole peak to peak measurement. It is also useful for detect-
ing zero crossings (ZC); positions where the MCG traces all cross through zero amplitude
as the dipole is angled out of the plane of the array, or the dipole amplitude reaches zero;
because we measure derivative MCG (dMCG) the zerocrossing is an extrema in MCG.
ZC are not always easy to define on the MCG time series, since there is often dispersion
of the point. Looking for ZC in the corrts provides a spatially averaged method of detec-
tion, which seems to give a higher precision. ZC are a common manifest in the dMCG we
observe, and were used in our standard parameter analysis to analyse MCG, see figure
4.6.
4.2.2 Labelling MCG Features
The MCG we observe typically have a ’butterfly’ structure of lobes between the ZC, as
seen in figure 4.6. The peaks of these lobes correspond to the maximum gradient of
magnetic field, which is proportional to action potential velocity. These peak positions
were used in the parameter analysis we developed [41]. I wrote a program to allow a
standard set of markers to be moved around by a human operator to fit each MCG. The
process of aligning the markers to features in the MCG was time consuming and had a
subjective element. To aid the time efficiency I created an automatic marker alignment
system using wavelet decomposition.
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A wavelet decomposition is similar to a fourier transform, but instead of decompos-
ing into sinusoids of varying phase, frequency and amplitude, the signal is decomposed
into a phase, frequency and amplitude components of an arbitrary wavelet. The wavelet
transform is performed by a convolution type operation, for more information see section
3.2.2. Different wavelets will resonate with different features in the MCG time series; In
particular I found two wavelets that were effective at MCG feature detection when used
in combination, the Paul and DOG wavelets.
A Paul wavelet has multiple oscillations, causing the Paul wavelet transform to pro-
duce a decomposition shown in figure 4.4. The depolarisation and repolarisation phases
manifest as separate regions, each region appears as a single entity. The peak of each
entity is representative of its centroid, as such I use the distance between depolarisation
and repolarisation peaks as a measure of R-T interval. Another definition we used was
based on zerocrossings, see figure 4.6
The DOG wavelet is effectively a native peak finding transform. It was used to find
peaks within the MCG, as seen in figure 4.5. A DOG transform was performed on each
sensor time series in the MCG, and the mean peak position within a predefined area
was taken as the peak. This was more difficult for the multi-lobed repolarisation re-
gion, where the peak positions were first clustered around the centroid found in the Paul
wavelet transform.
These peak positions were used to align the standard lobe markers (QR, RS, T1, T2,
T3, T4), followed by a human validation process, for error checking. This standard we
created is shown in figure 4.6. It is inherently flawed due to the ballistocardiographic
nature of the repolarisation signals that we later discovered. It also fails to account for
the S-J peak that usually appears.
4.3 Diagnostic Methods
The aim was to produce a diagnostic binary classifier, able to differentiate between healthy
(disease-negative) and unhealthy (positive) hearts from the MCG data. In this section I
discuss the methods I have explored to build binary classifiers, starting with the tra-
ditional statistical methods and then covering machine learning methods. The use of
statistical learning methods are common in medicine since their working is transparent
and a large, well understood body of knowledge exists to determine the reliability of
their predictions. The machine learning methods by contrast use iterative, self learning
algorithms to discover diagnostic information in the input data. Their prediction per-
formance is capable of surpassing the statistical methods. However, it is non-trivial to
observe the workings of machine learned classifiers, especially with high dimensionality.
This makes it difficult to obtain a reliable measure of uncertainty.
A receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve is a plot of sensitivity (true positive
rate, TPP ) versus 1-specificity (false positive rate,
TN
N ). It is mapped out by varying the
classifier decision threshold. When operating a classifier the threshold must be fixed,
this decision is a trade off between sensitivity and specificity. The area under this curve
(AUROC) is a measure of the overall prediction accuracy. A random chance prediction
has an AUROC of 0.5, the line y = x. The threshold that gives maximum classification
accuracy is determined by the knee of the curve. However, it is sometimes preferable to
bias for a high sensitivity or high specificity depending on the application. For example,
using the MCG for triage of chest pain as a ’rule-out’ device for heart disease would
favour high sensitivity at the expense of an increased false positive rate.
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FIGURE 4.4: A Paul Wavelet decomposition of a single magnetometer time
series. The wavlet transform peaks from the other magnetometers are
shown in circles, and the mean peak position denoted with a black line.
This technique measures the centroid of the depolarisation and repolarisa-
tion regions. The centroids are shown on the MCG butterfly plot above.
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FIGURE 4.5: A peak finding algorithm applied to the DOG Wavelet decom-
position of a single MCG time series. The peak finding area is constrained
to the two boxes shown. The greyscale color of the peak markers indicates
their magnitude. The centroid of all peaks is shown by the black cross
hairs. The red vertical line shows the peak found from the Paul wavelet
decomposition.
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FIGURE 4.6: The proposed labelling system for MCG, shown annotating a
set of MCG time series. The CorrTS trace is useful for reliably highlighting
the MCG zero crossings.
To measure the general learning performance, a classifier must be tested on unseen
data; data that was not used for training (cross-validation). Without this there is a risk of
overfitting; were the model learns the specifics of the training data, including the noise,
but fails to build a general model. There is less risk of this with statistical methods, but for
the machine learning approaches used later on, the complexity of the decision boundary
is great enough to map all the noise in the data, achieving perfect overfitting. Regulari-
sation techniques and dimensionality are both used to help learn a general model.
Typically a k-fold Cross-validation is used. This method allows all of the data to be
used for training, by rotating batches, whilst always validating on unseen data. Each
batch uses 1/k of the available data for validation and the remainder for training. The
training process can be repeated k times with different, non-overlapping validation sub-
sets chosen each time.
The class imbalance problem is encountered often in medicine [86, 87]; An in balance
in the distribution of training samples between the classes leads to high sensitivity with
little specificity. To counter this, during optimisation of the training function the loss
function (which computes the penalty for incorrect classification) can be biased to counter
the imbalance by weighting the loss of each class based on its prevalency. The 6060 trial
is a well balanced dataset, but the random subsets used for training in cross-validation
could have been unbalanced if not sampled equally from each class.
4.3.1 Statistical Machine Learning
The classical approach to creating a diagnostic is statistical modelling. Patterns are dis-
covered in the data using statistical methods such as determining p-values, testing for the
assumption of Gaussianity, and computing correlation coefficients between parameters.
Using this information a number of parameters can be rejected based on the minimum
redundancy maximum relevance (mRMR) approach. This calculates the parameters that
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FIGURE 4.7: Linear decision boundary, with 100% Sensitivity. Young
healthy control (YHC) group are more polarised than the age matched HV
of 6060.
provide the highest diagnostic information (response variable), without redundant en-
coding.
These parameters are then used in construction of a classifier. The most basic classifier
conceivable is a set of independent parameter thresholds. These can be combined using
logic in a variety of ways, such as; if any parameter is above its threshold then class as
unhealthy (positive). The shape of the decision boundary produced by this classifier can
only be rectilinear. As such it is not able to capture relationships between parameters.
An upgrade to the independent constant threshold approach is with a linear decision
boundary. The input parameters are treated as a vector, the dot product of this vec-
tor with a weight vector is calculated. This vector product is thresholded to produce a
binary linear decision boundary. Figure 4.7, shows a linear decision boundary of two
parameters, chosen to achieve 100% sensitivity. The young healthy control group (YHC)
is composed of 50 scans of students from the University, all under the age of 30 years.
The YHC group is much more polarised with the patient group compared with the age-
matched healthy volunteers. This indicates an average deterioration of cardiac health
with age and potentially reflects insufficient quality control in the healthy volunteer se-
lection process.
Logistic Regression
A common approach in medicine is to use a logistic regression classifier, which has a
decision boundary that consists of a polynomial constructed from the parameters, this
polynomial is the input to an exponential function. When non-linear polynomials are
used this function can represent curved decision boundaries.
Abbas Al-Shimary and Paul Wathall performed a logistic regression analysis on the
clinical trial data, choosing 4 parameters from the set of 43. The resulting model had a
predictive accuracy, as determined by the area under the ROC curve of AUROC = 71.2%.
When setting the sensitivity to 100% (all disease detected), the resulting specificity was
30%. Meaning that 70% of healthy participants are deemed patients.
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FIGURE 4.8: Mean population fitness, optimised for 500 generations with
a genetic algorithm. With a fitness criteria of exp(AUCin+AUCout)6 & Specout.
Whilst this level of discrimination could be clinically useful; especially when in com-
bination with ECG, such that MCG is used for detection of NSTEMI, a higher level of dis-
crimination would be ideal. Increasing the number of parameters in the classifier could
improve the prediction accuracy. However, if the number of parameters in the model is
increased, the number of parameter permutations increases. From n = 43 total parame-
ters, the number of possible combinations of k parameters is nk =
n!
k!(n−k)! . For 10 features
there are 1917334783 possibilities. It is infeasible to test all of these combinations, due to
the inefficiency of the logistic regression optimisation process.
Genetic Optimisation of Parameter Set
I used a genetic algorithm to find the optimal set of 10 parameters (Using the DEAP
evolutionary toolkit for python). The algorithm uses an evolutionary approach in an
iterative fashion, to improve the set of parameters according to a fitness criterion. Initially
a population of 4200 individuals is randomly generated; each individual represents a 10
parameter set. Each iteration the individuals are tested:
• Train a classifier on the training dataset using the parameters of the individual.
• Apply individual model to validation dataset.
• Evaluate performance according to the fitness criteria.
At the end of each iteration the best individuals are selected from the population, Cross
breed using a two point crossover and mutated to form the next generation.
The first fitness criterion I used was to simultaneously minimise the Sensitivity and
Specificity of the validation set (Sensout & Specout). The optimal set of parameters it found
was: RSlength, R− Tmean, T4corr, T4cursor, Tmeancorrvar, T2angle, T3cursor, Tstdev, T1length.
Sensin = 0.7894 Specin = 0.95
Sensout = 1.0 Specout = 0.4490
AUCin : 0.8184 AUCout : 0.5978
However, the algorithm struggled to optimise both simultaneously.
The best approach I developed included AUROC in the fitness function. A two pa-
rameter fitness function was used. First parameter was exp(AUCin+AUCout)6 , this acts to max-
imise both in and out of sample sensitivity and specificity. The second parameter was out
of sample specificity, Specout.
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The resulting optimal individual was RSangle, Rp2p, QRlength, T2cursor, RSlength, QRcursor,
T4angle, R− Tmean, T4length, which yielded:
Sensin = 0.947 Specin = 0.95
Sensout = 0.29 Specout = 0.79
AUCin = 0.992 AUCout = 0.687
The selection pressure for out of sample sensitivity was not high enough. The Specout
maximisation was too high. Instead this should be swapped for Sensout. I preliminarily
tried this parameter previously, but the GA found a local minima in with Sensout = 1.0,
Spec + out = 0.0. Seeing the above plot of average population fitness over time, it seems
that at least 40 generations (with a population of 4200 individuals) are needed to find the
global maxima.
The addition of extra parameters, did not improve the prediction accuracy compared
with the 4 parameter results obtained by Paul and Abbas.
4.3.2 Machine Learned Classifiers
The machine learning approach uses algorithms that can learn from data without explicit
programming. The field began in the 1950’s [88, 89]. But grew slowly due to the lack
of computing power available. Recent decades have seen an acceleration in the devel-
opment and performance of machine learning techniques. In 2016 many eyes watched
a milestone in the development of artificial intelligence as DeepMind’s AlphaGo, a deep
neural network based system, achieved super human performance by defeating world
champion Go player Lee Sedol, [90].
In general their are two types of machine learning, supervised & unsupervised learn-
ing. In supervised learning the algorithm is provided with labelled input data indicating
its class, and is trained (generally some form of gradient descent) to correctly assign a
class to input data. A review of supervised learning techniques is found in [91]. An
unsupervised learning system is provided with unlabelled data and creates its own la-
bels to discover a descriptive function. It would be interesting to apply an unsupervised
learning algorithm such as T-SNE, as it may reveal multiple classes in the dataset, that
correlate with our knowledge of the patients.
Machine learned classifiers, including BNN, BPNN, PNN & SVM, have been applied
to MCG before [92, 93]. And have been shown to out perform Cardiologists in MCG
diagnosis [33]. However, machine learned classifiers are rarely used in clinical practice.
Medical devices that contain ML algorithms usually come with provisos that the informa-
tion is not to be trusted and must be independently verified by an expert. This is because
of the lack of clarity of the inner workings of these algorithms, more precisely the lack
of uncertainty or reliability of a single classification [94]. Comparatively, human devised
diagnostic parameters (statistical models) have robust associated uncertainty values that
allow the diagnostician to calculate risk. Despite this limitation, I use them as a tool for
determining the diagnostic information within the MCG dataset we have gathered.
Support Vector Classifier
The first approach I tried was a classifier based on a support vector machine (SVM).
Support vector machines were originally conceived in 1963 by V. Vapnik, and upgraded
in 1992 using the kernel trick to allow non-linear classification [95]. Since this technique
is able to create arbitrarily complex decision boundaries, it was logical to see if it could
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improve the diagnostic performance compared to LR with its limited decision boundary
structure. The work in this subsection was the result of a collaboration with my student
Dan Wilson, he wrote up this work in his Masters Thesis, which was submitted to the
University of Leeds [96]. We used the scikit-learn library for python which contains a
support vector classifier (sklearn.svm.SVC) [97].
A support vector classifier (SVC) finds a hyperplane decision boundary that is able
to divide the input vector space by class. The distance of a sample from the decision
boundary is a measure of its classification uncertainty. We chose to use the gaussian
radial basis function (RBF) kernel, in order to create a non-linear decision boundary.
The hyperplane is defined by support vectors. Training is performed to discover the
optimal support vectors, based on the maximum separability between classes and a pair
of hyper-parameters C and γ, which determine the shape of the decision boundary. C is
a cost function that determines the penalty for misclassification of a sample. Reducing C
allows some misclassification to a smoother fit that is likely to produce a more general
model. γ determines the broadness of the RBF kernel gaussian; effectively determining
the curvature of the decision boundary. With a high curvature and a high misclassifi-
cation penalty it is easy to produce a SVC that has 100% accuracy on the training data.
Hence it is essential to optimise the hyperparameters (HP) for validation accuracy, not
training accuracy.
The simplest method for hyperparameter (HP) optimisation is an exhaustive grid
search. However, this method is time consuming and is limited to a pre-defined grid
step resolution. We wrote a simulated-annealing monte-carlo markov-chain (SA-MCMC)
search algorithm to find the optimal HP. The functioning of a SA-MCMC algorithm is
analogous to a particle bouncing around a landscape, getting stuck in valleys. Initially
the particle has a high temperature and is able to move out of small valleys without get-
ting stuck, over time the temperature drops (simulated annealing) and the particle ends
up trapped in the (ideally) global maximum. Each iteration in the algorithm is a new po-
sition in HP space and is probabilistically chosen and evaluated by training a SVC with
those HP and noting the resulting prediction accuracy. If the result is an improvement
over the last position the position will be selected, else that move will be rejected. This
is a gradient descent function, that will move to a local maximum. In order to find the
global maxima the algorithm must be able to leave local maxima. To achieve this, a global
variable, the temperature, determines the ability of the particle to move against the gra-
dient. When the temperature is high, moves that decrease the accuracy are allowed. As
the temperature is slowly lowered, and the final position should be the global maximum.
The SA-MCMC temperature and step size parameters must be tuned. The tempera-
ture must have a start, end and an evolution curve (linear in this case). The step parame-
ter is dynamic based on the search path gradient, but an initial, minimum and maximum
value must be defined. This hyper-HP tuning is not required for grid search. It was quite
a labour intensive process, though it would not be impossible to automate.
To evaluate the SA-MCMC approach compared to grid search, we performed an ex-
haustive grid search of 64 = 4096 positions, and a 4000 iteration SA-MCMC in the same
space. The SA-MCMC spent about 600 more iterations in the high performance area than
the grid search. This ability to focus and fine tune, without changing the grid resolution,
is what makes SA-MCMC superior.
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FIGURE 4.9: SA-MCMC search algorithm. Search path shown in black,
with start and end indicated by the blue and red circles. The background
heatmap is produced by an exhaustive grid search (64 × 64 = 4096), of
approximately equal number of search points as the SA-MCMC (4000).
Folds Accuracy(%) Sensitivity(%) Specificity(%) Mean AUROC
20 73.8 94.1 53.1 0.92
4(1) 79.3 86.7 71.2 0.93
4(2) 76.5 87.7 63.1 0.94
4(3) 73.8 94.1 53.1 0.93
TABLE 4.1: Table of SVM performance.
SVC Results
When training the support vector classifier we found optimal performance by sub-sampling
the time series data every 40 samples; creating a time series of 50× 15 = 750. This was
expected because the low frequency information is attenuated by the low-pass filter (40
sample moving average). Figure 4.10 shows the mean classification accuracy with num-
ber of training iterations and varying levels of sub-sampling.
Because of the HP optimisation stage it is essential to perform a nested cross valida-
tion. The inner loop for training the HP and the outer loop for validation. We performed
several combinations, all had 4 fold cross validation in the internal loop. The outer loops
varied, we tried one 20 fold loop to evaluate smaller training sets, and three runs of 4 fold
outer loops, see table 4.1. Each 4 fold outer loop employed different HP search parame-
ters (an increase in the step size of SA-MCMC).
The 20-fold performed as well as the 4-fold on average, however the variance was
much higher due to the smaller training set. This variance is visible in the comparison of
the ROC results, figures 4.11 and 4.12. The 1st 4-fold run produced the 4 SVC with the
highest mean classification accuracy.
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FIGURE 4.10: SVC prediction accuracy as a function of training steps (x)
and the degree of sub-sampling of the input data.
FIGURE 4.11: ROC curve for the 1st external 4-fold loop classifier.
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FIGURE 4.12: ROC curve for the external 20-fold loop classifier.
Convolutional Neural Network
Convolutional neural networks (CNN) are a fairly recent development, originating with
LeNet5 in 1998, which was developed for image classification [98]. The key advances
since that time are due to the development of backpropagation training using GPU’s and
the invention of rectified linear units; ReLU neurons that were more computationally effi-
cient to train compared to the tanh and logit functions previously used, but provided the
same non-linearity. CNN are not limited to image classification tasks, they can be applied
to arbitrary dimensional problems. I have applied CNN to two MCG representations, a
single 2D image of time versus sensor and a 3D MFM movie. These approaches resulted
in nearly identical performance, however the 3D (interpolated) MFM movie format is de-
vice agnostic, allowing the same CNN to diagnose various detector array arrangements.
The work in this subsection was the result of a collaboration with my student Mike Smith,
who also wrote it up in his Masters Thesis, which was submitted to the University of
Leeds [99]. We used the TFLearn library, which is a high level wrapping of tensorflow,
suited for easier creation of CNN. I chose to use tflearn and tensorflow because they are
well integrated with python, especially interactive jupyter notebooks and were therefore
easy to integrate with the rest of the MCG code.
A classic neural network consists of multiple layers of neuron units. Each neuron
is connected to every neuron in the layer before it, and produces a single output. This
output is produced by an activation function that takes a weighted sum of the input
connections as its input. The activation function is a leaky-ReLU, which is small and
constant for negative values of the weighted sum, and linearly increases with positive
values.
A multiple layered neural network is known to be a universal approximator, able to
represent an arbitrary continuous function; able to learn any diagnostic pattern. How-
ever, it is difficult to train a classic neural network due to Hughes’ phenomenon, which
states that as the dimensionality of a neural network increases, its predictive power de-
creases. This curse of dimensionality can be diminished by having a convolutional front
end to the neural network.
The convolutional layers function similarly to the first stages of the human vision sys-
tem; raw pixel distributions are converted to maps of higher level features such as edges,
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FIGURE 4.13: Labelled example data used for the 1D and 2D CNN. The
data shape is 2000× 15 = 30000pixels. The QRS complex can be seen in
the centre, and the T-wave (ballistocardiographic) signals to the right.
CNN Accuracy(%) Sensitivity(%) Specificity(%) Mean AUROC
1D 81± 3 77± 2 84± 3 0.88± 0.01
2D 88± 3 87± 3 89± 3 0.93± 0.02
3D 88± 3 86± 3 90± 3 0.94± 0.02
TABLE 4.2: Table of CNN performance.
which are abstracted further by the following layers into higher complexity features such
as faces. The CNN convolution layer consists of several convolutional filters, each fil-
ter is a feature mask whose weights are learned along with the neuron weights during
SGD. Each filter is applied at multiple positions in the input, without overlapping the
input edges. The output of the convolutional layer is a set of feature maps. A pooling
layer follows each convolution layer. The pooling layer compresses the feature map by
sub-sampling, choosing the highest activation within a subset of the map.
Because the feature masks are learnt, there is no requirement to perform manual fea-
ture engineering. The downside is that the learnt masks encode patterns that are not nec-
essarily human perceivable, in our experience the masks looked like noise. However, it is
common in image classification tasks to see structured masks develop, producing recog-
nisable features. These computationally evolved features can inform our understanding
of biologically evolved systems, such as the retinal layers in the human eye.
CNN Results
We trained three CNN with differing convolution layer architectures; 1D, 2D and 3D
convolution masks. The 1D and 2D CNN were trained on the same data that was used
for the SVC, but without sub-sampling 2000× 15 = 30000, as can be seen in figure 4.13.
The 3D CNN was trained on interpolated MFM time series, 19× 17× 2000 = 642000.
The convolutional masks used for the 1D were 1× 5, the 2D used 15× 5 and the 3D used
5× 5× 5. A 10 fold cross-validation was used to ensure validation on unseen data. The
1D net lacked the relative spatial information that was available to the 2D and 3D nets,
this accounts for the disparity in classification accuracy, seen in table 4.2. The extra spatial
information provided by interpolation did not improve the classifier accuracy much, only
a 1% improvement in AUROC.
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FIGURE 4.14: Mean ROC curve of a 10-fold cross validated CNN trained
on the 6060 dataset. The light grey/blue curves show the individual vali-
dation runs. The AUC = 88%
4.3.3 Mapping Diagnostic Information
I devised a method of mapping diagnostic information (dMap) by training CNN on sub-
sets of the data and measuring the classification performance of each subset. The com-
pute time required for this was massive, though each individual CNN was faster to train,
100 CNN were required for the MCG diagnostic map (dMap(MCG)), see figure 4.15. To
improve compute time I built a system with four 1080ti GPU’s that were watercooled
to provide stable high power operation. With this system I was able to perform a time-
frequency mapping, which required approximately 30× more compute time. With the
new system I was able to complete a map in one week, see figures 4.16,4.17.
I did not have time to apply full spectroscopic mapping to the MCG dataset due to
the computation time required and reaching the end of the PhD. However, I performed
a non-spectroscopic diagnostic map to the MCG clinical trial data and found the region
containing the ballistocardiograhic information to be highly diagnostic.
dMap(MCG)
Moving through the cardiac cycle, the dMap(MCG) shows some diagnostic information
is present in the P-wave region, with a peak of 0.8 AUC. This drops in the P-Q region
to < 0.6, before rising in the QRS complex to ≈ 0.8 AUC. It continues increasing into
the repolarisation region peaking at 0.9 AUC. The high diagnostic performance in the
repolarisation region indicates that the ballisocardiographic signals contain diagnostic
information.
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FIGURE 4.15: Diagnostic map of 6060 MCG dataset. Each cross shows the
AUC of a 3D CNN trained only on a window of data ±40ms surrounding
the cross. A 3 fold cross validation was performed (R,G,B crosses).
Time-Frequency dMap(ECG)
Using the PTB ECG database (20000 scans of Frank lead ’Vx’) I performed a spectroscopic
map of the ECG diagnostic information. The spectrogram was created by using multi-
ple window widths, from 8 to 120ms. The spectrum of window sizes reveal the true
width of diagnostic features. The results corroborate with contemporary understanding
of ECG diagnostics, showing the highest diagnostic value in the S-T region, with some
information in the R wave and P wave, see figure 4.16.
In order to investigate the effect of the derivative on diagnostic information. I re-
peated the diagnostic mapping on the derivative of each ECG (dECG), 4.17. The result
showed no change in the overall diagnostic performance, but at a smaller scale the infor-
mation content changed. In order to compare the two I subtracted the dMap(dECG) from
the dMap(ECG), see figure 4.18. The result showed a loss of AUC from the S-T interval,
with a corresponding gain in AUC in the S-J region. This shift in diagnostic informa-
tion from S-T to S-J indicates that the diagnostic performance of the S-T interval (used to
detect IHD) is not lost in the derivative, but instead shifts to the preceding gradient.
4.4 Conclusion
The diagnostic performance that was achieved using a range of classifier techniques con-
firms that the MCG device captured diagnostic information during the 6060 clinical trial,
despite the appearance of high noise, and the presence of ballistocardiographic signals.
In fact these ballistocardiographic signals contained diagnostic information, as was ob-
served by diagnostic mapping using CNN.
The LR classifier created by Paul and Abbas used 4 parameters, it performance was
better than the 10 parameter LR that I genetically optimised. This could be a manifesta-
tion of Hughes’ phenomenon, or simply a poor optimisation by the genetic algorithm.
The machine learning techniques (SVC and CNN) outperformed the statistical ma-
chine learning approach (LR), see table 4.3. The accuracy of the SVC, 79.3% outperformed
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FIGURE 4.16: The lower plot shows the ECG (black) and its derivative
(blue). The above spectral map above shows AUC diagnostic performance
of a CNN trained on subsets of the ECG data, the width of each subset is
varied over the y-axis. The T region is highly diagnostic, even when taking
a small 10ms subset.
FIGURE 4.17: The lower plot shows the ECG (black) and its derivative
(blue). The above spectral map above shows AUC diagnostic performance
of a CNN trained on subsets of the ECG-derivative data, the width of each
subset is varied over the y-axis. The early S-T region has no diagnostic
information, since the gradient is approximately zero.
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FIGURE 4.18: Spectral map showing the difference in diagnostic informa-
tion content between the ECG gradient and the ECG. Positive valued re-
gions correspond to superior ECG gradient diagnostic performance.
Classifier AUROC
LR (Genetic) 0.69
LR (Paul Abbas) 0.71
SVC 0.93
CNN 0.94
TABLE 4.3: Table comparing all classifier performance.
the linear SVC used by Kangwanariyakul et al in 2010 [93], but was bested by their back-
propagation neural network (BPNN), Bayesian neural network (BNN), and probabalistic
neural network (PNN) that had accuracies of 78.4%, 78.4%, and 70.6% respectively. The
CNN had the highest classification accuracy of all the approaches at 88%, this is higher
than any published result of machine learned MCG classification. The highest published
result was by Tantimongcolwat et al who used a direct kernel self-organising map (DK-
SOM) to achieve an accuracy of 80.4% [92]. Fenici et al obtained a similar accuracy of 80%
using a direct kernel partial least squares (DK-PLS) method. This achievement highlights
the performance of CNN.
The history of diagnostics can be seen as a huge, multi-decade exercise in pattern
recognition, with the work carried out by human scientists exploring and validating pat-
terns with clinical trials. With the advent of machine learning, we can now construct
algorithms that can recognise arbitrary patterns in datasets, provided sufficient labelled
training data and computation is available. The efficacy of these techniques is startling.
However, they suffer from some drawbacks, it is difficult to know how and why an al-
gorithm arrived at an answer, and they are vulnerable to incorrect classification resulting
from adversarial examples with small input perturbations. From the point of view of a
diagnostician, knowing the uncertainty of a predicition is vital to their decision making
process. Though most ML methods have a probabilistic output, the probability does not
reliably represent the uncertainty. Some approaches have been proposed to reliably ex-
tract uncertainty, such as the drop-out based Bayesian method [100]. In addition to this,
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the networks must be made robust to adversarial examples, using for example differen-
tial privacy[101]. Adversarial examples exist due to the limited training experience of
neural networks. Their differentiability allows adversarial examples to be found via a
gradient descent procedure.
It is difficult to understand what features were used by the CNN to achieve classifica-
tion. The learnt convolutional features were analysed but they appeared to be random.
Similarly the weights of the fully connected layers appear random to human observa-
tion. It is common in image classification with CNN to see learnt feature masks that look
similar to those developed by humans for convolutional filtering of images (such as edge
detection filters).
The diagnostic mapping technique I developed is able to assess which regions of the
input data contain diagnostic information. This is useful for validating the algorithm to
ensure it is not learning on some common noise features. Furthermore this information
can be used to inform future device improvements. For example, capturing the derivative
S-J component is likely to be useful for detection of IHD based on the dECG results.
This is exciting news since ICM MCG measures the derivative and cannot observe the
static magnetic field in the S-T segment. With integration it might be possible, but in my
experience its too noisy, also our device filters out frequencies below 2Hz so there may
not be sufficient information to compute an accurate integral.
When designing the DSP routine we were expecting to observe signals similar to those
acquired by DC SQUID. However, the information in a signal is represented by higher
frequency components in the derivative. The pass band of our DSP is about 2− 40Hz,
some higher frequency components are allowed through but generally attenuated by the
low pass filter, as seen in figure 3.15. Arguably we should try to extract more of the
higher frequency components, since there are a number of cardiac abnormalities that are
detectable by ’fragmentation’ high frequency components in the depolarisation phase.
For example, atrial fibrillation can be detected in the P-wave with fragmented compo-
nents of 200− 300Hz. It would be interesting to use an alternative low pass filter, or only
apply it once, then use a second low pass filter with a higher cut-off. This would allow a
greater proportion of high frequency components into the dMCG. It would have a noisy





The induction coil magnetometers have proven to be suitable sensors for magnetocar-
diography, converting magnetic flux into voltage with sufficient sensitivity and a robust-
ness to high amplitude noise perturbations. Measurement of the ICM sensitivity (using
the recordings taken in the MSR at YNIC) was an important step in the project since it
enabled scientific communication of the their performance, and thus comparison with
alternative sensing technologies. Their sensitivity was sufficient for MCG in a clinical en-
vironment with an inherent noise of 104fT/
√
Hz@10Hz. This was quite unexpected by
the field of magnetocardiography as the last ICM developed for MCG; back in 1982, re-
quired a large (12cm diameter) sensing coil to achieve a similar sensitivity [37]. Essential
to our ICM performance is the improvement in low noise amplification and digitisation
electronics that has occurred in the intervening decades. The pace of electronics devel-
opment is high, since the beginning of this research project new amplifier chips have
become available that have even lower noise performance, which could enable smaller
ICM and therefore higher resolution ICM MCG.
Whilst the ICM had sufficiently sensitivity, removing the dominant environmental
noise encountered during unshielded operation was a significant challenge, which has
been somewhat successful. The digital signal processing routine we developed was able
to remove enough environmental noise to routinely observe cardiac depolarisation sig-
nals in an unshielded clinical environment. The key element of our DSP routine that
allowed unshielded MCG was the coherent noise rejection algorithm. This algorithm is
sensor agnostic but performs best when the sensors have well matched gain; much like
gradiometry but CNR offers a reduced stringency of matching and a higher sensitivity.
The performance of the CNR algorithm is dependent on the environmental noise pos-
sessing a sufficiently high spatial coherence width.
Using HBT correlations I measured the spatial coherence width encountered during
the 6060 trial and compared it with the CNR attenuation and found a linear relationship
of 9dB attenuation per order of magnitude increase in spatial coherence. By extrapolating
this curve there is a potential for CNR to rival the spatial filtering performance of mag-
netically shielded rooms. However, when comparing the spatial coherence measured by
the MCG device with a longer baseline experiment, I observed a decoherence effect due
to the ICM proximity with their neighbours. This is likely due to a combination of in-
ductive coupling, photon scattering and amplifier noise. If this decoherence effect could
be reduced to the level of the teststand experiment it would obtain a 15× increase in co-
herence, resulting in a 10dB attenuation of environmental noise. Theoretically an array
of optical magnetometers could achieve the lowest decoherence effect. Though typically
optical magnetometers employ actively driven field coils, which will create a decoher-
ence effect; A fully optical magnetometer would be ideal.
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ICM measure the time derivative of the magnetic field, dMCG and as such are most
sensitive to higher frequencies (response increases linearly with frequency). However, in
much of our analysis the higher frequency components were filtered out (above 40 Hz)
to create smooth butterfly plots that had similar appearance to SQUID MCGs and to con-
centrate on the fundamental frequencies of the cardiac cycle. This was potentially a mis-
take since it is possible to detect cardiac abnormalities by the presence of high frequency
’fragmentation’ components. A desirable improvement to the DSP routine would be to
capture the higher frequencies whilst still rejecting mains grid noise.
Ballistocardiography is one of the earliest cardiac diagnostic techniques, the technol-
ogy to acquire a BCG has existed for over a century, however interpretation of the result-
ing signals has been difficult. The measurement of ballistocardiographic signals trans-
duced by the bed frame was unexpected and initially perceived as an unwanted noise
source. However, the diagnostic mapping technique revealed the presence of diagnostic
information within the BCG signals, which could be used by the CNN to improve pre-
diction accuracy. A hybrid MCG/BCG device may be ideal, with the MCG detecting in
the depolarisation phase and the BCG detecting in the repolarisation phase. This is likely
to require a consistent bed frame and orientation to the Earth’s magnetic field for consis-
tency of BCG signals, though a permanent magnet affixed to the bed could substitute the
Earth’s field.
The repolarisation signals were masked by the ballistocardiographic noise from the
metal frame of the medical bed. Scans performed on a wooden bed could sometimes ob-
serve T-wave but with a reduced SNR, due to the reduced sensitivity to lower frequencies
that is somewhat inherent to induction coils (unless operated as a flux gate magnetome-
ter), but exacerbated by our use of a DC offset loop circuit, which acted as a 1.6Hz high
pass filter.
It is important for the MCG to perform well with the use of statistical learning clas-
sifiers, since these are well adopted in medicine and have established methods for mea-
suring the uncertainty of a given prediction. The performance of such methods is de-
pendent on the set of parameters extracted from the data. One critical parameter is the
MFM dipole angle. Measuring the dipole angle using the correlation method resulted in
a higher accuracy than the original pole peak to peak method we employed. The CorrTS
time series produced were also useful for extraction of standard temporal features since
it enabled a more precise location of the zero crossings.
The localisation of amplitude peaks within the MCG was improved by applying a
peak finding algorithm in the wavelet domain. The resulting peaks were used to au-
tomatically assign MCG temporal features to a standard template that Shima and I de-
veloped. I also wrote a analysis program with a user interface that allowed the feature
marker positions to be adjusted, when the automatic system made an error. Using this
methodology we extracted 43 parameters from each of the 480 scans in the 6060 trial.
Individually these parameters held little to no diagnostic value, but combining several
together revealed some linearly separable structures that were further polarised with the
YHC data. The use of statistical machine learning provided a further improvement in
diagnostic performance. Interestingly a Logistic Regression classifier using 4 parameters
outperformed a LRC that used 10 parameters. This is either a manifestation of Hughes’
phenomenon or poor performance of the genetic optimisation algorithm, which was used
to choose the best combination of 10 parameters from 43.
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A great leap in diagnostic performance was achieved using machine learning meth-
ods. The 79.3% achieved by the SVC is comparable to other published results, and pro-
vides a good justification for the diagnostic information capturing capability of the de-
vice. Remarkably the convolutional neural network achieved 88% classification accuracy
on unseen data, better than any published accuracy achieved in MCG. It remains to be
seen whether other groups will observe similar benefits from CNN. Clinical application
of machine learning diagnostic will require creating a robust measure of prediction un-
certainty and a level of transparency for the clinical practitioners using the classifiers.
Some transparency can be gained by using the diagnostic mapping technique, it shows
for a given dataset, which areas of the signal are used to reach a prediction.
The technique I developed using CNN to map diagnostic information content was
applied to map the ECG and dECG. It revealed that the diagnostic information contained
in the plateau of the S-T interval is shifted backwards into the preceding gradient (S-J).
This exciting evidence suggests that IHD can be detected in the depolarisation phase and
escalates the inducement to develop the analysis of higher frequency components.
5.1 Future Research & Development
A simple but important improvement to the device is to provide feedback to the oper-
ator on the environmental noise and the progression in scan quality. This would allow
the operator to proactively address extreme noise environments, by removing sources
of noise or moving the device to a quieter environment. Certain types of noise such as
the scan subject impacting the array during measurement, have a characteristic struc-
ture that could be automatically detected and removed. The spatial coherence could be
continuously computed and communicated to the operator via an indicator showing the
coherence width relative to the acceptable limit.
Surprisingly persons with highly regular heart beats are difficult to scan unshielded.
Since their heart beat is co-periodic with periodic environmental noise, the cycle averag-
ing performance decreases. It is simple to calculate heart rate variability, therefore the
operator could be made aware of the reason for reduced noise rejection performance.
Strategies to increase heart rate variability could be performed. The least ethically prob-
lematic of these could be to use erratic music to disrupt the hearts rhythm, though this
might not work as well as heart rate synchronisation to regular tempo music.
An extremely low HRV can be symptomatic of diseases in conduction pathways or
pacemaker node disease. Therefore it is useful for the clinical decision maker to have
access to HRV information in addition to the MCG. This suggests that the MCG analysis
system should be a hybrid ECG and MCG. Since the ECG is already required by the
system for cardiac cycle averaging and it provides a host of diagnostic information that
may be complimentary to MCG, especially if using machine learning for classification.
5.1.1 Sensors
MCG devices that have up to 64 channels within a similar area to our device are com-
mercially available, they are able to observe smaller MFM features and therefore achieve
higher localisation accuracy. A smaller ICM sensor would enable an increased spatial res-
olution, at the cost of reduced SNR to magnetic field. However the reduced SNR could
be offset by spatial averaging, by modifying the extent of the spatial averaging a dynamic
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effective spatial resolution can be achieved, which can be adjusted in response to chang-
ing environmental noise conditions or resolution requirements. Furthermore increasing
the array sensor count would increase the performance of CNR by reducing the inherent
noise in the bucket signal (which is proportional to (1+ 1√n ).
ICM have an inherent decoherence due to the conductive and permeable material.
This could be reduced somewhat by removing the soft iron core, at the expense of re-
sponse, but this effect is limited. An optical magnetometer array may achieve lower
decoherence, especially if it uses completely optical components; locating the electronic
elements distant from the measurement region. With OPM this is difficult to achieve since
the Alkali vapor must be heated optically (typically heated to 90◦). An active coil is usu-
ally used to apply a known magnetic field to the vapor, this could be replaced by a spin
aligning optical pulse. It would be easier to achieve an all optical magnetometer based on
diamond NV centres. However, these magnetometers are not yet capable of the required
sensitivity for MCG, though it appears the engineering challenges are addressable.
5.1.2 Explore the Limitations of Spatial Coherence and CNR
To exploit the increased CNR noise rejection of 9dB attenuation per order of magnitude
increase in coherence width device design changes could be made to reduce decoherence.
For example, any conductive material near the detector array should be replaced with
an alternative dielectric material, and electronics placed as distant as possible. As an
alternative to investing in a MSR, the spatial coherence of measurement environment
could be increased by modifying hospital architecture. In order to determine the optimal
placement of the device, it would be useful to conduct an extensive study of a hospital
before using it for unshielded MCG. The practical limitations to spatial coherence in an
urban area are unknown. To better understand the limits a mixture of surveying and
simulation will be required.
The coherent noise rejection algorithm that we developed requires a planar array. It
would be interesting to compare its performance with a SSS algorithm using a curved
array. Furthermore, I observed transient coherent events in a time-frequency coherence
analysis of a background recording at LGI. This suggests that an adaptable CNR algo-
rithm could be created to reject extremely incoherent events. Though the adaptive algo-
rithm I created had inferior noise rejection performance than the simple CNR.
5.1.3 Digital Signal Processing Improvements
There is not much room for improvement in the basic elements of the digital signal pro-
cessing; the averaging time can be increased, however this gives diminishing returns
(
√
n). The low pass filter is optimally tuned for 50Hz removal, and I am not aware of
any filter with comparable performance. It would be useful to obtain some components
above 50Hz, but this would require a different low pass filter. The advanced denoising
algorithms that I experimented with either did not provide a significant improvement in
SNR or caused distortion. However, it would be interesting to see the performance of a
SSS type algorithm, which are commonly used for MEG.
High Frequency Components
The primary use case for this device is in triage of subjects presenting at the emergency
department with chest pain. We know from previous work that MCG is sensitive to a
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broad range of cardiac abnormalities. Of a particular interest, due to their prevalence, are
IHD and Atrial Fibrillation (AF). IHD can be detected in the QRS complex. It is known in
ECG that fragmentation in the high frequency components of QRS is indicative of IHD
[102, 103]. AF can be detected by observation of fragmentation in the high frequency
components of the P-wave in ECG and MCG [104–106].
I have observed some diagnostic performance in the P-wave region using diagnostic
mapping. Though the frequency range of the map was not sufficient to confirm whether
the diagnostic information was contained in fragmentation components or the broader
P-wave morphology. The diagnostic information shift observed between the ECG and
dECG is further evidence that IHD can be detected in the depolarisation region; specif-
ically the S-J region. This corroborates the evidence gathered from the clinical trial that
dMCG is indeed sensitive to IHD.
In theory dMCG is ideal for observation of these high frequency components. The
difficulty arises because of the need to attenuate 50Hz without also attenuating the higher
frequency cardiac signals, for which we employ a FIR filter. This filter also attenuates
multiples of 50Hz and higher frequencies in general, see figure 3.15. The amplitude of
the utility grid could be lowered by using twisted pair cabling, and by enforcing low
frequency emission standards below the current limit of 150kHz, down into the range of
organscale biomagnetic signals. However, even with these measures it would likely be
prevalent. Perhaps an alternative filter can be found.
Fidelity Optimisation
The difficulty with using advanced, adaptive denoising algorithms is analogous to the
phrase "with great power comes great responsibility". These algorithms deconstruct the
noisy signal, select and modify components, then reconstruct a "noiseless" signal. How-
ever, the knowledge these systems have of the noise field is inherently limited, therefore
they must make ’educated guesses’, which can lead to erroneous output that looks con-
vincingly like the expected signal.
Therefore in the training or tuning of denoising algorithms it is important to quantify
their performance with a fidelity metric. This can be achieved using a phantom; a known
signal that is detected with both high and very low SNR. The output of the denoising al-
gorithm is then compared with the noiseless signal using for example correlation or total
least squares difference. This method can be used to train and validate a zero distortion
denoising algorithm.
My correlation based algorithm for measuring the dipole angle provided a lower
noise method for dipole angle extraction; effectively by harnessing spatial averaging.
Further development of correlation algorithms tailored for MCG could be useful for noise
suppressing extraction of other parameters and for device agnostic diagnostic algorithms.
As an alternative to manual feature engineering, convolutional filters could be learnt by
sparse coding.
5.1.4 Clinical Application of CNN & dMap
In this thesis I have been concerned with maximising the classifier accuracy. However,
for clinical application of machine learned classifiers, it is not sufficient to achieve high
accuracy. A measure of prediction uncertainty is also required in order to assess the risk
when decision making. This uncertainty can be quantified by the conditional entropy
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between the true disease state and the classifier output [107, 108]. The challenge lies in
measuring the conditional entropy for a high dimensional classifier system like a CNN.
Another issue with CNN, that is known from their application to image classification,
is that imperceptible adversarial input changes can be found that can wildly change the
output class. Such adversarial examples can be searched for using a gradient descent
algorithm. A mammalian mind would not be so easily fooled, but such minds are much
deeper than computational neural networks, and have millions of years of evolutionary
polishing. There are techniques to harden CNN to these vulnerabilities, such as differen-
tial privacy[101].
The next steps for CNN development involve mapping the conditional entropy and
’smoothing’ it to remove the influence of adversarial inputs, and provide a reliable risk
along with the classification.
5.1.5 Clinical Ballistocardiography?
The BCG signals occur only in the repolarisation phase, therefore it is possible to simply
separate MCG and BCG temporally. However, it may be desirable to obtain the un-
derlying MCG repolarisation. A technique such as frequency filtering could delete the
BCG signal but would not preserve the underlying repolarisation phase MCG informa-
tion. It might be possible to acquire an inertial measurement of the bed, that would be
transformed using knowledge of the local Earth’s magnetic field to produce an expected
magnetic BCG signal, which could then be subtracted from the MCG. A 6 degree of free-
dom inertial measurement (3-axis gyroscopic and 3-axis acceleration) would be required
to fully constrain the movement of the bed. The transform could be a magnetodynamic
model of the bed and detector array or perhaps a machine learned algorithm, which
could be trained to work with specific bed and array combinations.
This is a non trivial task that may not be clinically appropriate given the variety of
beds, differences in the orientation of the local vector of Earth’s magnetic field, the poten-
tial for non uniform external fields, and the difficulty of achieving sufficient SNR with the
inertial measurements. However, an added benefit of doing this is the ability to remove
the hysteresis noise created from arbitrary movements of the patient, which would im-
prove the overal MCG signal to noise ratio, especially for certain patients (such as those
with fluid build-up in the lungs) for whom it is difficult to remain still. Alternatively a
permanent magnet could be affixed to a non ferrous (and non-conductive to minimise
decoherence) bed, the field from this magnet could be chosen to dominate the Earth’s
field and thus provide a BCG that is independent of bed orientation.
5.1.6 Stress Test MCG
The purpose of stress testing is to diagnose IHD. By stressing the cardiovascular system,
the demand on ischemic regions of the heart is increased, amplifying the effect of nar-
rowed coronary arteries, allowing otherwise silent ischemia to be observed. Typically
stress testing is performed with ECG. Several groups have applied stress testing to MCG
and found extreme changes (60◦) in the dipole angle of the S-T segment [75, 76]. Kanzaki
et al found evidence for ischemia in the QRS segment after exercise [109]. Stress test MCG
could be useful for measuring cardiac decline. By comparing a persons MCG over time
and over stress the mutual information between the heart and MCG is increased simply
by increasing the entropy of the heart in a known manner; perhaps quantifying stress by
heart rate or ejection fraction, pulse wave characteristics.
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5.1.7 Computational Cardiac Modelling, Standards for MCG & Personalised
medicine
Multi-model multi-scale physics simulations of the heart model the propagation of an
action potential through a heart, and compute the resulting magnetic field. Ischemic re-
gions can be simulated, and the resulting changes in magnetocardiogram and cardiac
output calculated. Patient specific bio-electro-mechanical models could be used to lo-
calise heart disease (ischemic or fibrillatory regions), and predict treatment outcomes
[110].
Currently these models are based on 100-200 micron voxels. They simulate the ac-
tion potential using either a monodomain or bidomain model. However, the minute
anisotropic fibrous structure is not modelled, though it is known to have an effect in the
bulk [31]. Including microscopic anisotropy, reaching the individual cell scale in future
models will be important to improve accuracy. To validate these models experimental
data is required to understand the electromagnetic behaviour of the action potential in
minute detail. This entails constructing micron scale magnetometer arrays. Scaling down
the experiment by Wikswo, which achieved 100 micron pixel mapping of the apex of a
rabbit heart [29].
5.2 Conclusion
The ability to perform magnetocardiography with a low cost, portable device is impor-
tant for its mainstream adoption. The previous paradigm shift was caused by the release
of multi-channel SQUID devices, it enabled a wave of clinical science to be performed,
which discovered the excellent potential for MCG as a diagnostic tool. However, the high
cost and fixed nature of SQUID MCG limited their widespread clinical adoption. The de-
velopment of our induction coil magnetometer based MCG system demonstrates that a
low cost, portable MCG system is achievable.
Whilst ICM are robust to high amplitude noise, achieving sufficient signal to noise
ratio in such circumstances is difficult, for any sensor. However, by exploiting spatial
coherence for noise removal, we have shown that unshielded operation can succeed in
hostile hospital environments, replacing gradiometers and magnetically shielded rooms.
The extent to which the environment must be modified and regulated to reliably achieve
the required spatial coherence width remains to be seen; such engineering of the spa-
tial coherence can be achieved by quantifying the coherence width (m2) using HBT cor-
relations. The maximum achievable spatial coherence within a clinical environment is
unknown, but I have estimated that an order of magnitude increase is possible, given a
reduction in the devices own decoherence effect.
The native measurement of the derivative MCG (dMCG) should be embraced as a
new category of MCG. It has its own advantages (high frequency sensitivity and there-
fore high sensitivity to the depolarisation phase of the cardiac cycle) and disadvantages
(no sensitivity to absolute magnetic field, reduced sensitivity to low frequency and there-
fore to the plateau phase in repolarisation). Though the two categories contain equivalent
information, transforming between them is inherently lossy due to the frequency filtering
effects of integration. Therefore processing the native dMCG signals offers an informa-
tion advantage.
Manual feature engineering can produce reliable diagnostic parameters that are recog-
nisable by humans. Convolutional algorithms are excellent for extraction of these param-
eters, as demonstrated by my algorithm for measuring the dipole angle (CorrTS). They
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are also used by convolutional neural networks, which learn their own convolutional fil-
ters in order to abstract information content from the high dimensional input. This tech-
nique is extremely effective, when applied to our clinical trial data from an unshielded
hospital environment, it achieved an 88% classification accuracy on unseen data. This
fantastic result validates the diagnostic information capturing ability of our device, and
according to the literature is the highest ever achieved in MCG. It will be exciting to see if
CNN can make the transition from research tool to clinical use, the key will be a reliable
measure of prediction uncertainty.
There is a great potential for our MCG system to change the clinical practice of chest
pain triage, providing a quick, non contact detection of heart disease. The sensitivity of
MCG to a broad array of heart disease, especially silent ischaemic disease means it could
be relied upon to ’rule-out’ the presence of heart disease. Further validation with clinical
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FIGURE A.1: Full circuit diagram of the pre-amplifier. Power is supplied
into J1. The coil is connected across J4 and J5 and the signal is output
through J7 and J8. The SMB PHASE header was included to allow the
possibility of balanced signal transmission, though this was never used.
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FIGURE A.2: Full circuit diagram of the analogue power supply. When
in scan mode the batteries are connected to the XLR output sockets via
15Ω resistors, and the red LED is illuminated. A 220nF filter capacitor
is connected in parallel between the resistors and the output. When in
scanning mode depression of SW2 causes the digital volt meter to display
the battery voltage. In charge mode the batteries are connected in series
with the 24V charger, and green LED turns on. A diode, D3 is present to
prevent reverse current/discharge into the charger.
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FIGURE A.3: Infrared and visible images of preamplifier PCB at ther-
mal equilibrium in a 20 ◦C environment. Thermal equilibrium is reached
within 20 minutes. The INA217 amplifier chip reached 37.7 ◦C, the linear
voltage regulators reached 44.8 ◦C. The gain temperature drift coefficient
of the amplifier is typically 40 ppm/◦C, the resultant drift is likely to be
insignificant for cycle averaging. However care should be taken to ensure
all amplifiers in the array are identically thermally coupled to the environ-
ment, to ensure good matching for coherent noise rejection.
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FIGURE A.4: Dimensioned drawing of the 37 coil array layout.
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FIGURE A.5: Mechanical simulation of the lightened 37 coil array show-
ing the strain induced by its own weight. The stress was within the elastic
deformation capabilities of the material. However a peak strain of 0.1mm
displacement was observed and the strain was non uniform across the ar-
ray. The design is functional, but perhaps a higher stiffness would be better
to acoustically couple the sensors.
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FIGURE A.6: User interface for analysis for clinical trial analysis. The user
cycles through individual scans modifying the cursor positioins to match
the standard MCG features and flagging up errors or noise in the scan. The
MFM corresponding to each cursor position is shown in the lower left of
the screen, these maps are updated whenever a cursor is moved, allowing
realtime exploration. The scan shown is from the 37 sensor ’alpha’ com-
mercial prototype.
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FIGURE A.7: Flowchart showing the electrical layout of the MCG device.












For a pair of wires separated by d with currents travelling in opposite directions the








For a twisted pair of wires the magnetic field reduces proportionally with the ratio
between pitch of the helix and the diameter of the wire; α = p/d. If the wire is tightly
twisted, reaching a real world limit of around α = 25 the magnetic field can be attenuated
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